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PREFACE

During the early 1970s, the 'New Archaeology' embraced the logic of science with
purpose and resolve. Archaeologists eagerly adopted models from other fields as they
explored and debated the nature of explanation. Works involving the philosophy of
science (Hempel and Oppenheim 1953; Popper 1959; Kuhn 1962), the theory of
knowledge (Watson, LeBlanc and Redman 1971; Salmon 1982), statistics (Doran and
Hodson 1975; Mueller 1975), and central place and systems theory (Flannery 1968;
Blanton 1978) shared equal space on the bookshelf.

It was a period of strong

Positivist conviction, heady with optimism.

Most archaeologists believed in the

presence of generalizing laws of behaviour.

Some even thought that they could

wrestle them from the archaeological record.

Two underlying assumptions guided the 'New Archaeology'. Foremost was
the conviction that a real and knowable world existed, and second, that it was
empirically observable (Watson, Leblanc and Redman 1984).

Through strict

adherence to the scientific method, it was possible to understand, predict, and explain,
fundamental relationships between phenomena (Binford and Binford 1968; Binford
1972). Even the subjective biases inherent within the researcher were controllable.

Through the application of a deductive-nomological approach and rigorous hypothesis
testing, subjectivity could be nullified.

Twenty years later, Marxist ideology and critical theory have all but popped
that empirical bubble (Leone and Potter 1988). The chance of value-free research
now appears remote. While we strive to be objective, we concede the legitimacy of
coexisting interpretations (Wylie 1985). Postmodern claims of material culture as
text, and archaeology as performance, have further blurred the distinction between
researcher and an objective past (Hodder 1983; Shanks and Tilley 1987; Tilley 1989).
Some now see the reading of the archaeological record as a deeply personal,
phenomenological experience (Shanks 1992). In this light, site interpretations take
on aspects of an autobiography.

With that in mind, I offer this preface. Its aim is to provide context for the
research presented and to detail the theoretical alignment of the author. An additional
goal is to inform the reader of the many theoretical vignettes that have accompanied
and guided the Fort Wellington latrine excavations. While some have been peripheral
to the main focus of this thesis, they, nonetheless, have influenced its outcome.

Archaeology is an extractive discipline, one which mines both soil and
document for context and meaning. Through method and theory we attempt to sculpt
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data-in-the-round, to reconstruct past life ways in three dimensions. To many, the
currency of archaeology is irrefutable data: clean, precise and clinically controlled.
Process is paramount. We employ exacting technique as a criterion to evaluate and
legitimize research results and to make our endeavours credible. There is little place
for emotion.

We divorce feelings from our analyses, and by so doing, remove

ourselves from the past.

However, to distance our emotions from the archaeological record is to deny
an essential dialogue with the past. It also ignores the presence of the present. The
past and the present merge into one.

As Michael Shanks would have it,

"[understanding involves mediating the meaning of the past with one's own situation"
(Shanks 1992:45). We negotiate the past as we do the present. For this reason there
is no singular meaning but instead multiple interpretations (Leone and Potter 1988)
and not one, but a collage of related realities.

This thesis presents but one reality. It is an interpretation shaped by personal
interests and desires. As such, it is my story. But there are others. Throughout the
duration of the latrine investigations, many researchers contributed to the project.
Each has taken a different tack and pursued other avenues of inquiry. The efforts of
those from the Material Culture Research Section, Archaeological Service Branch,
Parks Canada, resulted in detailed analyses of the latrine assemblage (Sussman et al.

1994). Their studies provide a unique glimpse of the material possessions of the
Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment while stationed at Fort Wellington.

While the material culture analyses were based on the tangible remains from
the privy, the aim of this thesis is to explore the intangibles and examine the power
of the privy.

The objective is not to create a definitive statement.

Instead, it

attempts to contribute to another way of seeing, to add to the tapestry of thought, by
highlighting the symbolic importance of the Fort Wellington latrine.

Being symbolic in nature, the analysis transcends the empirical yard stick
commonly employed in the deductive-nomological approach of the aging ‘New
Archaeology’. No measure can define its ‘correctness’, for Positivism does not allow
for the definitive enunciation of past thought. We will never know for sure how the
meaning of material things affected the lives and thoughts of others, past or present.
However, this study is not about certainty.

It is about potential.

By exploring

alternative ways of ‘reading’ the data, it attempts to expand the envelope of context and
meaning.

I make no allegiance to any one strategy or theoretical stand, preferring to
utilize an amalgam of contemporary models. As for field excavation, I stand steadfast
in two beliefs. First, there is only one way to excavate, and that is stratigraphically

(Harris 1989). Second, interpretive analyses of a site cannot proceed without first
having a thorough understanding of the operative site formation processes (Schiffer
1976).

From an interpretive standpoint, I find affinity with the post-processual,
'contextual' approach (Hodder 1987a; Shanks and Tilley 1987; Hall 1992). Recent
applications of 'interpretive' analysis have also been influential (Beaudry 1993, 1994).
They provide an emic perspective well suited to sites, such as Fort Wellington, rich
in documentation and strata.

Anthropological inspiration has come from many, but in particular the works
of Mary Douglas (1966, 1982; Douglas and Isherwood 1979; Douglas and Wildavsky
1982) and Ian Hodder (1982). They form the backdrop for much of the interpretation
of the latrine excavations. Clifford Geertz's (1973) 'thick description', and James
Deetz's (1988, 1993) use of interactive dialogue between the document and
archaeological record, have also influenced my approach.

It became evident during the project that Mary Douglas's thoughts on
corporate pollution were pertinent to the latrine investigation. In her seminal work,
Purity and Danger, she captures the essence and the power of archaeological inquiry.
She states the following:

It is unpleasant to poke about in the refuse to try to recover anything,
for this revives identity. So long as identity is absent, rubbish is not
dangerous (Douglas 1966:189).

The latrine excavation confirmed Douglas's view.

To 'awaken' garbage is

symbolically dangerous. This is especially true when the act involves the revival of
a cesspit assemblage.

The thought of excavating a latrine noticeably disturbed and disgusted many
visitors to the site. While nervous laughter masked their discomfort, a sense of
embarrassment prevailed. It was not until we explained the aims of our research and
the significance of the privy deposits did their attitudes change. It was then that I
realized the full implications of Michael Shiffers' transformation processes (Schiffer
1976). During excavation, artifacts and their associated meaning, shift from their
archaeological context to the systemic realm. As Shanks and Tilley would say, they
experience a transposition from the 'perfect' past to the 'imperfect' present (Shanks
and Tilley 1987).

Before artifacts become sanitized by archaeological technique and

analysis, they remain in limbo, in a culturally precarious liminal state. "Danger lies
in transitional states; simply because transition is neither one state nor the next, it is
undefinable" (Douglas 1966:116).

Artifacts possess meaning charged with power and potential. Archaeology acts

as the link that mediates their passage from past to present. In a controlled and
clinical manner, archaeology brings order to the unknown and undefined. Clothed in
a suit of science and driven by the quest for knowledge, we dissect and cleanse the
past. We are the gate keepers to our heritage, the seers of 'wonderful things'. In a
way, archaeology becomes ritual. As ritual, it can control and modify experience,
maintain harmony, and make public secrets of our collective past (Turner 1967;
Douglas 1982). There lies the relevance of our endeavours.

During the excavation of the Fort Wellington latrine, I had the pleasure and
good fortune to work with many stimulating people. Each has influenced my thinking
and the outcome of this thesis. The theoretical underpinnings for the work developed
during discussions and seminar sessions with professors and peers at the College of
William and Mary. I am especially indebted to Drs. Kathleen Bragdon, Norman
Barka and Marley Brown for their direction, support, and most of all, for their
friendship.

I wish also to acknowledge the help of the Material Culture Research Section,
Archaeological Service Branch, Parks Canada, Ottawa. I thank Charles Bradley,
Stephen Davis, Phil Dunning, Gerrad Gusset, Catherine Sullivan, and Lynne
Sussman, for aiding in the excavations and giving freely of their knowledge and time.

For the support given by the personnel of Parks Canada, Ontario Region, I am
most appreciative.

I would especially like to thank Sheryl Smith, then Head of

Archaeological Research, Ontario Region, for her encouragement and aid. Without
her efforts, my desire to attend the College of William and Mary would never have
been realized. The staff at Fort Wellington National Historic Park deserves special
mention for their assistance during the latrine project. To David Christianson and
Arnold Feast, with whom I mined the privy pit, I salute their excavation and
interpretive skills.

Lastly, to Suzanne Plousos, with whom I share archaeology as

well as life, I express the deepest gratitude.

For hours of discourse, years of

encouragement, and for providing a reason for enjoying life, I will always be
indebted.
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ABSTRACT

This work is based on a four-year archaeological investigation of the Fort Wellington
latrine at Prescott, Ontario. Through an interpretive, contextual analysis, it explores
the interactive nature of the material world by examining how the latrine helped to
shape and sustain social order among the garrison.
The latrine at Fort Wellington was an essential, if undocumented, structure at the site.
Nestled in the southeast corner of the fort, it stands as an unimposing, single-storey
building. However, the latrine was not just another building. It was a structure of
multiple functions, attending to both the physical and social realms of the garrison.
As a means of containing human waste, the privy served its purpose well. As a
symbol of the British army, it was equally effective. More than a passive backdrop,
the latrine actively communicated messages of status and discipline.
While the latrine cesspit saw use for nearly 90 years, this study focuses on the privy
deposits formed between 1843 and 1854. During this period, the Royal Canadian
Rifles [RCRs] were stationed at Fort Wellington. The RCRs were a unique corps of
army veterans who garrisoned border stations throughout Upper and Lower Canada.
They were an elite regiment given privileges that stretch the orthodox concepts of
garrison life. Ample material evidence of their unique position was recovered from
the latrine.
Interwoven throughout the thesis are Mary Douglas’s concept of group/grid analysis
and Ian Hodder’s ideas on group boundary maintenance. They form the theoretical
underpinnings for this work. It is proposed that the RCRs possessed a strong
grid/strong group social organization. As such, they maintained severe in-group/outgroup distinctions and utilized the 'body’ as a microcosm of their social structure.
Through the integration of historical documentation, scatological literature, pattern
recognition, and the ‘reading’ of the archaeological record, the power of the privy is
explored. Unlike any other structure at Fort Wellington, the latrine was able to
unlock and utilize deep-seated and personal memories associated with the process of
elimination. Space, comfort, privacy, and odour, were all very tangible elements of
the privy experience. Together, these ingredients awakened the enlisted men’s senses
to the social realities of garrison life. By informing the rank and file, they separated
officers from their men while uniting the company as a whole.
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THE POWER OF THE PRIVY:
MEDIATING SOCIAL RELATIONS
ON A 19™ CENTURY BRITISH MILITARY SITE

INTRODUCTION: THE POWER OF THE PRIVY

Food preparation and consumption are two of the most widely represented activities
at our national historic sites. From the elaborate tables of Governor de Drucour of
Louisburg, to the hearty fare of Colonial Williamsburg’s Chowning’s Tavern, dining
is a popular and prevalent theme (Plate 1). As a fact of life, eating is a reality that
interpretive programmes throughout North America acknowledge and exploit.

Yet what makes food consumption such a historically digested topic? In part,
it has to do with its familiarity.

Eating is both routine and satisfying. It is a timeless

activity to which we all relate.

Moreover, food preparation and consumption have

symbolic values. The hearth is an icon of warmth and domesticity (Wright 1981),
while eating is traditionally conservative, structured, and safe (Douglas and Nicod
1974).

Together, they evoke positive ideas of security and nourishment.

The

interpretation of historic food ways fosters a common and comfortable link with other
times. It is a theme that distances us from, yet unites us with, the past by allowing
us to discover "similarity in difference" (Shanks and Tilley 1987:20).

Although food consumption is an ever present interpretive motif, the story is
2

Plate 1: Dinner in the Barracks.

A re-enactment of a RCRR Christmas dinner in the barracks at Fort
Wellington. Photo by J. Last.

4

incomplete. What mention is made of consumption's counterpart, the elimination of
bodily wastes? Rarely is this process presented at our national historic sites.

We

publicly suppress the very existence of defecation and virtually eradicate it from daily
discourse.

As Karl Reinhard has aptly said, "Americans are more comfortable

discussing sex than feces" (Reinhard cited in Horwitz 1991 :D5).

Recently, Parks Canada, Ontario Region, had an opportunity to address the
issue of bodily waste and its management.

In 1990, a team of archaeologists,

historians, architects, and engineers undertook a programme of stabilization and
interpretation of the latrine at Fort Wellington, Prescott, Ontario (Figure 1).
Realizing the uniqueness of the structure, the aims of the project were to preserve the
latrine and to present it to the visiting public. Archaeological investigations were
integral to the restoration programme. Findings from the excavations form the basis
for this thesis.

The British army constructed Fort Wellington during the War of 1812. In
1813, Colonel R.H. Bruyeres gave orders to have a blockhouse erected at Prescott
to oppose American advances along the St. Lawrence.

By December 1814, the

blockhouse and its associated earthworks stood completed upon a knoll overlooking
the river and the American town of Ogdensburg, New York. Fashioned from earth
and timber, it was a simple redoubt of modest strength. While American forces never

Figure 1: The Location of Fort Wellington.
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The location of Fort Wellington National Historic Park, Prescott,
Ontario: regional and national perspective. Drawing by Claude
Tourangeau.
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tested Fort Wellington, contemporary views found the fort defensibly defective. Few
regarded the fort equal to the strategic importance attached to it. In the eyes of one
travelling critic, Fort Wellington was little more than, "a great mass of earth badly
put together" (Tiger Douglas cited in Miquelon 1964:41).

During the next two decades the British Government spent little effort on
rectifying the defensive imperfections of Fort Wellington.
Rebellions of Upper Canada quickly ended this hiatus.

However, the 1837

Lieutenant-Governor Sir

George Arthur ordered Fort Wellington's defences increased as a deterrent to future
uprisings. To guard the ditches from enemy assault, Arthur had a caponniere and two
flanking traverses built. Other changes included a realignment of space within the
fort. The army increased the size of the enceinte, or the fort interior, by reducing the
width of the ramparts. By 1839 an impressive blockhouse stood within this larger
parade.

Although criticized for its exposed position above the earthworks, the

blockhouse was a fortress onto itself. Built of stone walls 1.3m thick, it was strong,
sturdy, and self-sufficient.

Several structures lay within the confines of the ramparts. The guardhouse
was the first building seen as one entered the parade. Oriented along the east side of
the parade were the officers’ quarters and the cook house. In the extreme southeast
corner of the fort, stood the latrine. Today, the latrine is an unimposing, hipped-
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roofed structure, nestled within the shadow of the fort ramparts (Plate 2).

The latrine remains the only known extant wood-framed, military privy of its
age in Canada (Plate 3). For 127 years it functioned as the fort's only necessary.
While the latrine served several Regiments of the Line and Enrolled Pensioners, it
received the most use from the Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment. The Royal Canadian
Rifles [RCRs] were a unique corps of army veterans who garrisoned border stations
throughout Upper and Lower Canada. Between 1843 and 1854, the RCRs were
posted at Fort Wellington. Since the Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment’s occupation is
the focal period for site interpretation, the RCR deposits were pivotal to our post
excavation analysis and central to this thesis.

The archaeology of the latrine began as a modest attempt to evaluate the
impact of proposed stabilization on the structure and associated features. What began
as a single season's effort evolved into intermittent, yet extensive, excavations
spanning four field seasons. Both the complexity of the undertaking and the goals
of the excavations increased as the project progressed. Along with cultural resource
management issues, the need to provide material culture information for the furnishing
plans for the latrine, barracks, and Officers' quarters drove the project.

Preliminary testing of the latrine exterior revealed immediate tensions between

Plate 2: Aerial View of Fort Wellington.

View of Fort Wellington from the air. The latrine is the rectangular
structure seen in the bottom right-hand corner of the fort. Photo by
Brian Morin.

Plate 3: The Fort Wellington Latrine After Restoration.

View of the restored latrine facing southeast. Note separate entrances,
one on the north for the officers and two on the west face of the
building for the enlisted men and women of the garrison. Photo by
Brian Morin. Client Services Photo Collection, Parks Canada, Ontario
Region, 06-60-06-16.
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the historic and the archaeological record. While documentary evidence stated that
the latrine no longer sat upon its foundation, excavation uncovered substantial footings
(Spector 1986). The presence of foundations meant the existence of a cesspit. This
broadened the scope of research to include the possibility of intact privy deposits.

Although Walter Webb, the first Superintendent of Fort Wellington, had the
latrine cleaned out in the 1920s, there remained a chance that earlier deposits had
gone untouched (Spector 1986). Unfortunately, additional excavation uncovered a
cleaning pit centrally located along the rear of the structure. The British army used
such clean outs to empty latrines regularly. The presence of the cleaning pit made the
probability of finding undisturbed deposits remote.

Though a cleaning pit was found, it was never used. Excavations unearthed
more than 380 discrete layers within the cesspit. Together, they represent 88 years
of continuous and undisturbed privy accumulation. Realizing the significance of the
privy deposit, we postponed investigations for two years.

During that time we

reassessed the consequences of the project, sought additional funding, and developed
a broader archaeological research strategy.

Architectural investigations of the latrine showed that the army had partitioned
the privy into three distinct rooms (Carter-Edwards 1987; Dale 1990). When the
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Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment occupied Fort Wellington, the chambers served the
entire garrison. This included officers, enlisted men, and the women and children
barracked at the fort. Our revised research design focused on this.

If the privy

deposits could be isolated and correctly attributed to their creators, the latrine could
provide significant new insights into garrison life and military routine at Fort
Wellington. With cautious optimism, we renewed the excavations in the summer of
1990.

To maximize information from the privy, all deposits were hand-trowelled and
screened through a 0.005m mesh. We also floated a percentage of each deposit to
obtain as many seeds and small faunal fragments as possible. Excavation involved the
removal of deposits in discrete stratigraphic units, each receiving a separate
provenience number. The Harris Matrix System formed the basis of our stratigraphic
analysis by establishing the physical relationships between and among deposits (Harris
1989). The matrices also aided the phasing of the layers into periods of occupation.
Recording during excavation was done by traditional note-taking and drawing, video,
and rectified photography.

An on-site laboratory processed, inventoried, and computerized the 165,000
artifacts recovered from the latrine. Lab personnel also prepared temporary thematic
exhibits and gave informal seminars to the public.

The Historic Resource
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Conservation Unit produced soil peels and coordinated the analysis of soil, seed and
parasitic samples.

Expecting the latrine to contain a vast quantity of material, we requested
logistical support from the Material Culture Research Section, National Historic Sites
Branch, in Ottawa.

Throughout the project, material culture researchers scheduled

a week of their time in the field.

During their stay they were integral to the

phenomenological development of our ideas. Independently, and as a group united,
the MCR personnel began to view the assemblage as a whole.

As a result, the

strength of their interpretation grew upon each other, opening avenues of inquiry that
would have been left dormant otherwise.

This developed further during the 1991 season when we introduced a series of
on-site material culture workshops. Each 'material specialist in residence' made a
presentation about their specialty and their findings.

The audience consisted of

archaeologists, student crew members, site interpretation staff, professional
contractors and any visitor to the site who cared to attend. These sessions were
invaluable.

They acted as a forum for disseminating information and exploring

context, and consequently broadened the vistas of the project.

Most researchers focused on specific material classes or functional groups
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recovered from the latrine.

However, my interest was in viewing the latrine as an

artifact in its own right. I wanted to explore the role played by the latrine at Fort
Wellington, how it communicated social messages, negotiated boundaries, and
sustained group identity. In short, how the latrine helped to shape and structure the
social order of the garrison.

A primary focus of this thesis is to investigate the unique nature of the latrine
and its archaeological potential to be 'read' as a contextual document. Interwoven
throughout is the notion that power lies in the unspoken. The activities of the toilet
are private, personal, and inherently tied to bodily symbolism. "What is carved in
flesh is an image of society" (Douglas 1966:139). This is what gave the privy its
power and permitted it to be a vehicle for establishing and reinforcing group relations.

Reviewing reports on latrine excavations gave me some scope and direction.
However, rarely did the literature address the symbolic or contextual significance of
privies.

Traditionally, archaeologists have used latrines as a convenient way of

obtaining artifact profiles and date ranges for a site (Cox and Dunton 1970; Hanson
1968).

Analyses have ranged from general artifact lists, with specific material

emphasis, to the delineation of socioeconomic status (Beaudet 1981; Felton and
Schultz 1983; Elie 1990).
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In many of these endeavours the uniqueness of latrine assemblages is implicit.
However, archaeologists tend to treasure latrines for aspects other than their potential
to reveal specific aspects of behaviour, or for their inherent natural symbols. Rather,
it is for their unique state of preservation and high concentrations of floral and faunal
remains.

As a result, an archaeological focus has been directed toward material

groups that are often absent in common sheet-scatter. Archaeologists have sought
questions concerning consumption patterns, standard of health and, the quality of life
generally, through faunal, pollen, seed, and parasitic analyses (Reinhard et al. 1986;
Addyman 1989; Fortin 1990; Reinhard 1992).

The mechanics of site formation, as well as the methods of privy construction
and waste removal, have also received attention (Hanson 1974; Roberts and Barret
1984; McCarthy and Crist 1991).

Recently, researchers have employed a more

holistic outlook attempting to position latrines within a broader cultural perspective.
Archaeologists have begun to relate privies, and their contents, to community held
ideas of sanitation and hygiene (Bell 1987; Mrozowski et al. 1989; Geismar 1993).
Others have used privy assemblages as fundamental elements in the study of
household life cycles. Through their analyses, the relationships between the social
unit of the household, and larger social and economic systems are pursued (Beaudry
1984; Mrozowski 1984).
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A promising approach has been the use of contextual or interpretive analyses.
Such studies seek to understand the interactive nature of material culture.
question how objects function within the social environment,

They

and explore how

symbolic meaning is imparted and ‘read’ (Hall 1992; Hodder 1987a). A part of this
process requires what Mary Beaudry calls 'reconstructing the emic' (Beaudry 1993,
1994).

First we need to understand how the items functioned in their social
setting by initiating a process of recontextualization that involves
weaving together lines of evidence. We do this by metaphorically
putting artifacts .... back into the hands and world of their owners and
users and by examining just what it was that they did, or hoped to do
with them (Beaudry 1994:17-18).

Building upon such studies, this thesis explores the symbolic and contextual
significance of the latrine. While constructed to serve a basic, bodily function, its
presence was anything but passive. The power of the latrine lay in its ability to
reaffirm daily, the hierarchy within the military. It both created and maintained group
identity and order.

The latrine represents the very fabric of garrison life, both

mirroring and sustaining the society from which it was derived.

It is an element that

reflects the whole.

In part, this thesis is about the mundane. It follows Malinowski's proposition,
"that the 'drab, minor and everyday events' of human life may hold as many keys to
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the mysteries of the human condition as the 'sensational large-scale happenings'"
(Malinowski cited in Perin 1988:175). Paramount is the view that the latrine was
unlike any other structure at the fort. While, seemingly basic and earthly, the privy
was imbued with meaning and symbolic power.

This thesis consists of five chapters. The first provides an overview of the
theoretical base from which this work derives. It focuses on Mary Douglas's concept
of group/grid analysis (Douglas 1966, 1982; Douglas and Isherwood 1979; Douglas
and Wildavsky 1982) and Ian Hodder's examination of group boundary maintenance
(Hodder 1982, 1983, 1987a).

The chapter attempts to integrate and apply their

models to the Victorian British army and set the scene for the latrine analysis. The
approach is an interpretive one. It relies upon the dialectical relationship between the
historic document and the archaeological record.

Chapter Two seeks to apply the theoretical models of Douglas and Hodder to
the Royal Canadian Rifles [RCRs], It concentrates on the importance of group unity,
boundary maintenance, and military hierarchy. Integral to the chapter is establishing
the RCRs as a strong grid/strong group social organization. I argue that the regiment
used rigid regulation, daily ritual, and a battery of symbols to negotiate relationships
and to maintain social order.
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Chapter Three focuses on the physical layout of the latrine and how the use of
space and privacy reaffirmed daily the hierarchy of the British army.

Bodily

symbolism and the RCRs’ view of corporate pollution are the themes of Chapter Four.
It deals with dung as foul matter, attitudes toward toilet training, and contemporary
sanitary technology. Incorporated within the chapter is a discussion of how the
concepts of pollution affected the use of the latrine and documents the activities, both
authorized and illicit, that occurred within its walls. A summary of the discussion and
concluding remarks follow in Chapter Five.

The intent of this thesis is to understand garrison life through the extant
remains of the latrine and its associated features. Through an interpretive analysis a
story can be woven, one that contains images of privacy and privilege, of
regimentation and communal life. The latrine provides insights into the daily routine
of the British army and documents the world of the Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment
stationed at Fort Wellington between 1843 and 1854.

CHAPTER 1
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES:
GROUP\GRID ANALYSIS
AND GROUP BOUNDARY MAINTENANCE

Using a contextual approach as a basis for the investigation, this thesis presents but
one reality of the Fort Wellington latrine (Hodder 1987a, 1987b). As an amalgam of
thought, it drives inspiration from a constellation of theoretical models, the most
prominent being Mary

Douglas's

group/grid

analyses

group/boundary studies (Douglas 1982; Hodder 1982).

and Ian Hodder's

The works of Douglas

examine the intricate relationships between social structure, cosmology, and the
individual (Douglas 1966, 1982; Douglas and Nicod 1974; Douglas and Isherwood
1979; Douglas and Wildavsky 1982). She places people's beliefs and world views
within the social context of their daily lives. Douglas also explores the way society
mediates confrontation, evokes moral judgement, and holds individuals accountable
for their actions. Central to her interests are the dynamics of social negotiation; the
compromise of daily transactions played out in the world of goods and symbols.

Similarly, Ian Hodder has investigated the power of the material world
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(Hodder 1982, 1983, 1987a).

He maintains that artifacts are integral to the

maintenance of group solidarity and boundary marking.

Quite clearly, societies

employ their material culture to establish social boundaries and to strengthen in-group
relationships.

In this way material items take on symbolic meaning. As positional

markers they provide the means of attaining and legitimizing status. They furnish the
cognitive map and social codes necessary for the communication of class, prestige and
power.

They act as the balance between the individual and society (Hirsh 1976;

Rossides 1976).

Together, Douglas and Hodder provide analytical models for the exploration
of social symbolism. How we express ourselves in the material world and how ".. .the
organization of thought and social relations is imprinted on the landscape" (Douglas
1972:521). Hodder's emphasis has been from the specific to the general. Taking an
archaeological perspective, he explores the world of material culture. Seeking to
reveal the language of objects, he asks what can objects tell us about society. By
evaluating the interactive nature of goods, he explores how societies use, manipulate,
and negotiate their material symbols.

Douglas, through cross-cultural comparison, views this process from the other
direction. As an anthropologist, she gives order to cultural formations by revealing
the linkage between social organization and symbolic patterns.

In her analyses,
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material culture is the currency of negotiation. She states the following:

Consumption has to be recognized as an integral part of the same
social system that accounts for the drive to work, itself part of the
social need to relate to other people, and to have mediating materials
for relating to them . . . Goods are now to be seen as the medium.
Less objects of desire than threads of a veil that disguises the social
relations under it. Attention is directed to the flow of exchanges, the
goods only marking out the pattern (Douglas and Isherwood
1979:4,202).

In her analysis she uses two variables: group and grid.

As defined by

Douglas, 'group' refers to a collective identifier, an elastic boundary erected by
people of like mind to separate them from others.

'Group' represents the shared

experience of a social unit. It provides identity to the individual by defining the
criteria that separate 'them' from 'us'.

'Grid' incorporates the rules that direct and guide social relations.

They

encompass all aspects of society, such as social distinctions and delegations of
authority, that control and constrain individual behaviour. In Douglas' view, 'Grid'
dictates how one person relates to another and represents the degree of individual
freedom within the society (Douglas 1982; Douglas and Wildavsky 1982).

Douglas's analysis creates a contingency table of two vectors. They represent
two superimposed forces, that of the group, and that of the individual. Mediation
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occurs through a series of complex relationships. Possibilities range from a strong
group/strong grid social organization through to a weak group/weak grid structure
(Figure 2).

In the former, group identity permeates its structure.

Boundary

maintenance, through ritual and symbolic actions, predominates. Individuals have
little independence.

In contrast, a weak group/weak grid organization features a

fiercely competitive, individualistic society demanding high levels of performance.
Sickness, time, and death are personal affairs. Individuals have complete reign over
social relations and negotiate their own rules amongst each other.

Following Douglas' scheme, the Victorian British army possessed a strong
group/strong grid social organization. Typical of such structures is a distinct sense
of group identity and a highly regimented code governing social relations. Ritual and
symbolic actions are paramount, almost internalized. Rules about space and time are
extensive and nurture ardent sentiments toward hierarchy, age, status and authority.
Life crises, such as sickness and death, are strong group solidifiers.

Similarly,

commemorations of historic events and acts assist in group identity (Douglas 1982).

While individuals operate within an envelope defined by their group/grid
matrix, there is room to manoeuvre.

Even within a strong group/ strong grid

structure some latitude is possible, as competing subsets within the matrix evolve and
develop (Douglas and Wildavsky 1982). Individuals negotiate their relationships

Figure 2: Mary Douglas’s Group\Grid Matrix

Strong

Individuals strongly
insulated by rules not of
their making
Little meaning placed on
spatial division

British Army
Strong sense of Group
Highly regulated and
regimented code
governing social relations

Grid
Individual freedom

Strong distinction between
them\us, inside\outside

Highly competitive
All rules are negotiable

Strong boundary
maintenance

Group

Weak

Weak

Strong

Group\grid matrix illustrating social relations within the Victorian
British Army. Adapted from Douglas 1982:59.
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daily. Material culture and cultural symbols are the currency of these transactions.
Consequently, group boundaries and social relations are plastic and flexible, being
maintained and modified by the symbolic world of goods. As Douglas and Isherwood
(1979:12) aptly acknowledge, "[g]oods are neutral, their uses are social; they can be
used as fences or as bridges.'1

The continual reshaping and rereading of an object's message help to form and
alter social boundaries (Hodder 1982, 1983, 1987b). The message is complex and
often subtle. Rarely is it static.

"The meaning of goods is constantly in transit,

constantly moving from one location to another in the cultural world" (McCracken
1990:xiv). They convey messages of status, legitimacy, and authority. They solidify
as they divide.

Artifacts, then, have more than a passive role to play in boundary

definition. Their value-laden nature begs active participation.

There are no items of clothing or of food or of other practical use
which we do not seize upon as theatrical props to dramatize the way
we want to present our roles and the scene we are playing in.
Everything we do is significant, nothing is lost on the audience
(Douglas 1966:120).

It is a dynamic system where we emit and decode messages in an ever changing
context.

Viewing the privy as an artifact provides a means of exploring context. It also
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adds another dimension to the analysis by enhancing our emic understanding of the
latrine. On issues of social order, the latrine was quite vocal. Through the language
of space, privacy, and comfort, it maintained military hierarchy.

Additional insights come from an examination of the privy’s primary purpose.
The British army constructed the latrine to serve a basic function; to hold and safely
contain bodily wastes. As a symbol of bodily discharges, it has close ties to the dark
world. By association, it can spoil and defile. Compared with the other structures
within Fort Wellington, the latrine has unrivalled symbolic power.

According to Mary Douglas, all societies use natural symbols to justify
political and moral order. When the body is used as a symbol of society, we give
attention to what we consume and what we expel. Symbolic order is a reflection of
social order.

Dirt offends against order. Eliminating it is not a negative movement,
but a positive effort to organize the environment . . . ideas about
separating, purifying, demarcating and punishing transgressions have
as their main function to impose system on an inherently untidy
experience. It is only by exaggerating the difference between within
and without, above and below, male and female, with and against, that
a semblance of order is created (Douglas 1966:12,15).

These activities unify the group, define their identity, and assist in boundary
maintenance. However, culture determines our attitudes toward pollution. It has little
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to do with an object's relationship to dirt or danger (Douglas and Wildavsky 1982).
Without ritual, contamination is undefined.

Ritual gives order to the system by

marking the margins that separate the pure from the impure. How anxious one is
about impurity and bodily pollution depends upon the group's concern over 'evil'
penetration of its social boundaries (Douglas 1982).

Within a strong group/strong grid structure the reliance on ritual and bodily
symbols is extremely high. Bodily wastes are considered dangerous. By traversing
the boundary of the body they challenge the categories of inside/outside.

They

symbolize risk to the body politic. By association, the latrine possesses profound
interpretive power.

It has the potential to reveal the garrison's notion of order;

exposing, through the realm of discarded matter, the distinctions made between the
pure and the impure.

Save for unintentional artifact loss, items thrown into the latrine carry meaning
specific to the activity. Many of these events are symbolically significant and socially
illicit. They result in assemblages formed under the premise that they would never
return to the active world. They remain hidden, undisturbed forever. This is notable.
Artifacts deposited by premeditative discard retain extra meaning, especially when
those activities are acutely private and intimately associated with symbolic gesture.
They spotlight aspects of behaviour rarely observed in assemblages formed in a less
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deliberate and personal manner.

Commonly, these actions are transparent in the archaeological record. Masked
by post-depositional activities, they often go undetected.
archaeological technique can discern their presence.

Sometimes, however

The latrine offers such an

opportunity. Through fine-grained analysis, detecting 'structure' in the deposits is
possible.

An examination of the strata reveals a rhythmic flow to the deposit. The

cesspit layers speak of routine activities and symbolic beliefs. They also spotlight the
relationships between the individual and the group, and each to the world of goods
and symbols.

While the works of Douglas and Hodder form the anthropological foundation
for this study, the integrated efforts of Beaudry (1993, 1994) and Hall (1992) have
influenced its direction equally. Theirs is a contextual or 'interpretive' approach, one
that attempts to fashion an emic understanding from the union of the historic and
archeological records.

Fundamental to this thesis is the belief that significant new insights are
obtained through the interplay between the archaeological record and historic
documentation. The challenge is not to use one as a supplementary verification of the
other. Instead, it is to view both as equally revealing and complimentary sources
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(Deetz 1988, 1993). Together they create an integrated means of inquiry, a dialogue,
if you will, between documented intent and archaeological fact.

Reading questions back and forth between each source creates an ever
increasing spiral of investigation. It is an interactive strategy. One that involves,
"...a multi-faceted progression of ever-widening contexts that begins with the most
minute and particular and works outward towards the more general" (Beaudry
1994:8). The approach stretches the interpretive envelope by arousing avenues for
research that would otherwise lay dormant. It is a way of making a holographic
interpretation, or in Geertz's words, a thick description (Geertz 1973).

The investigations at Fort Wellington suit such an approach.

The latrine

deposits were virtually undisturbed and overflowing with artifacts. Similarly, historic
documentation is rich in detail. Regulations, including standing orders and reports
on government committees, furnish information on military routine (Great Britain,
War Office [WO] 1827, 1837, 1844, 1850; Great Britain, House of Commons [HOC]
1855).

While they relate to military life overall, more specific sources exist. The
1861 Standing Orders of the Royal Canadian Rifles (Great Britain [WO] 1861, the
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Fort Wellington Hospital Register (1840-1846)1, and the parish records of Prescott
relate directly to the garrison at Fort Wellington. They established the demographics
of the soldiers and provided insights into their health and well being. Historical
studies, both before and as a result of the latrine excavations, have also contributed
invaluable information (Spector 1986; Carter-Edwards 1987; Couture 1988; Dale
1990; Duffin 1994; McKenna 1995). They enable the placement of the latrine in its
physical and social setting.

i

The original manuscript dated 27 July 1840 to 3 January 1846 is preserved at Fort W ellington National
Historic Site, Parks Canada, Ontario R egion, Prescott, Ontario.

CHAPTER 2
THE ROYAL CANADIAN RIFLE REGIMENT:
GROUP/GRID ANALYSIS

War is a dangerous business.

Its fortune relies on the doctrine of collective

responsibility, requiring from all the ability to transform orders into immediate action
(Koch 1987). It demands a singular line of command and an unquestioned loyalty to
'the system' and to 'the cause'. Within the army, a clear and direct disciplinary code
maintains authority. Obedience is the very mainstay of military life, for during battle,
it alone can mean the difference between life and death.

The army has always

acknowledged the importance of discipline to the success of its operations. As early
as 2,000 years ago the Chinese treatise, The Art of War, recognized this fact. While
the authorship of this martial classic may be in question, its teachings are not:

If a general indulges his troops but is unable to employ them; if he
loves them but cannot enforce his commands; if the troops are
disorderly and he is unable to control them, they may be compared to
spoiled children, and are useless . . . Good commanders are both
loved and feared (Sun Tzu 1963:129).

Laws, derived from the Mutiny Act and the Articles of War,

governed

military personnel during the nineteenth century. Published annually, they were
29
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occasionally modified by the House of Parliament. In 1839, the Articles of war listed
seventy individual offenses ranging from desertion to neglecting orders while on duty
(Whitfield 1981: Appendix D). Punishments varied with the crime. Sentences could
be as severe as death but most were of a less extreme nature. The Standing Orders
for the Seventv-Ninth Highlanders provide examples

describing sentences of

detainment: confinement to barracks, detention in the defaulter room or incarceration
in the 'black hole'. Other punishments include fines, debarment from the canteen,
extra parades, drills and fatigues (Great Britain, [WO] 1835).

Dynamic relationships between the dominant and dominated occur in any
stratified society. There is always a chance that every day, independent resistance of
the subjugated will coalesce into open defiance. Within the British army, individual
acts of insubordination were widespread. Cases of drunkenness were rampant and
desertion was common. Group opposition was rare but did arise. In Canada, several
abortive cases of mutiny occurred, the most serious of which took place in 1803 at
Fort George, Newark, Upper Canada (renamed Niagara-on-the Lake, Ontario). For
those found guilty, their sentences

ranged from execution to exile to Barbados

(Whitfield 1981).

Strict discipline enforced obedience but did little to promote the acceptance of
hierarchy.

The recognition of authority requires more than brute force. It
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necessitates a battery of ideological and symbolic subtleties that make reasonable the
charges upon the individual. This is crucial to the well being an army for an effective
fighting force demands a single minded purpose, free from distracting internal
conflict.

As a mutually supportive system, it requires one to have the utmost

confidence in the ability and judgement of one’s colleagues and superiors. Above all,
soldiers must put their self interests aside, placing the needs of the company, the
regiment, and the country before all else.

The British army was an organization of established relations giving every
individual a role to play and a position defined. Both The Queen’s Regulations and
Orders for the Armv and the Standing Orders of the Roval Canadian Rifles helped in
establishing those relationships (Great Britain, [WO] 1844, 1861). They formalized
authority and provided the mechanisms to sustain it.

The

accompaniment of a complex system of symbols and beliefs, which

supported and nurtured the rationale of authority, made these regulations successful.
They legitimized power relations through masking ideology, symbolic ritual, and the
manipulation of material culture.

Combined, they guaranteed adherence to, and

acceptance of, the hierarchical structure. They also contributed to the representation
and the continual reworking of the channels of power (Shanks and Tilley 1982;
Paynter and McGuire 1991).
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The formal integration of power was not a one-sided affair. Though power
relations were asymmetrical, the code of discipline affected all, regardless of rank.
Above all, rules of conduct must appear fair, as Sun Tzu illustrated:

After having issued orders that his troops were not to damage standing
grain, Ts'ao Ts'ao carelessly permitted his own grazing horse to
trample it. He thereupon ordered himself to be beheaded. His officers
tearfully remonstrated, and Ts'ao Ts'ao then inflicted upon himself
[the symbolic punishment of cutting off his hair] . . . to illustrate that
even a commander-in-chief is amendable to military law and discipline
(Sun Tzu 1963:129).

Had Ts'ao Ts'ao been one of the rank and file, his sentence would have
undoubtedly been different.

Nonetheless, his gesture displayed mediation and

discourse. The outcome was a symbolic sentence that considered the nature of the
offence and Ts'ao Ts'ao's social position. Here, Mary Douglas's notions of social
negotiation mesh well with those of cultural hegemony (Beaudry et al. 1991). Both
subscribe to the dynamics of social intercourse, and to the active process of
compromise between competing interests.
plastic and flexible.

For Mary Douglas, social relations are

Governed by the group’s ‘grid’, they migrate within the

parameters imposed by the interactions between social structure, cosmology and the
individual. In effect, they are renewed each day. Charting their movement, and
examining how they work in concert, are possible by applying her group/grid
analysis.
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The Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment was a unique corps. At times its special
nature stretched the orthodox concepts of garrison life. The regiment, nevertheless,
operated under a strong group/strong grid structure common to the British army.
Throughout its existence the sense of ‘group’ was extremely high. Lord Russell, the
Colonial Secretary, fashioned the Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment from a body of
seasoned veterans. Only men who had served the crown for no less than fifteen years
were eligible to enroll1. During their careers most had served at multiple stations.
They had experienced postings in the North America, the West Indies and the
Mediterranean. Some had also served in Bermuda, Portugal, and as far as the East
Indies (McKenna 1995; Table 1).

The British army considered the RCRR to be an elite corps. The men were
trained as sharp shooters and skirmishers and supplied with the novel Brunswick rifle.
As the first percussion weapon adopted by the British army, it was a mark of
distinction (The Upper Canada Historical Arms Society 1963)2 .
1

This requirement was later reduced in 1851 to twelve years o f service in order to increase the size o f the
regiment which had diminished severely through retirement and discharge (Couture 1988).
2

The initial Brunswick rifle was considered anything but a successful design. It was a heavy weapon prone
to fouling. With a severe recoil and a range only slightly better than the Baker, its predecessor, the Brunswick was
seen as an 'unlovely weapon' (Mayatt 1979; Sweeny 1986). Nonetheless, the Brunswick was a rifle. As such it
sym bolized a tradition o f excellence.
Used extensively during the Peninsular War, rifles were identified with well trained and disciplined units.
Riflemen were masters o f drill, independent formation, and rapid movement. The rifle and their bugle horn (used
to direct manoeuvres during skirmishes), became their identifying emblems. It is not surprising then, that General
Armstrong's described the Brunswick as "a beautiful & perfect Arm" (Burns 1983:np). The Brunswick represented
the state o f technology and was considered an object o f distinction. It symbolized the elite nature o f the RCRR.
Significantly, it provided a link, through association, with the honoured reputations o f past rifle regiments.

Table 1: Former Regiments and Past Stations*
Nam e

Gray, Arthur
M oore, Henry
Fitzgerald, John
Jack, Andrew
M orrison, W illiam
Henerson, John
Peachy, W illiam
M clean, John
Tracey, Jeremia
Burke, Thomas
R yan,John
H ew er, Charles
H ines, W illiam
Severn, Henry
Rutherford, George
Scott, Charles
Carroll, Bernard
H ow es, Georg
Slane, Francis
K nee, Joseph
Lane, James
Leonard, Charles
E nies, Samuel
Pollard, John
M ason, W illiam
C onw ay, Jame
W ood, W illiam
Liddle, George
Peake, W illiam
R ogers, Richard
M cN ally, Henry
Garrigan, Owen
Hatton, John
N ixon, John
L aw less, M ichael
Farrel, Thomas
Grantin Patrick
M urphy, Hugh
Henshall, Joseph
Capson, Charles
La very, John
M axfield,
D esm ond, M orris
K eefe, M ichael
G eorge, Robson

N ationality

Scotland
England
Ireland
Scotland
England
Ireland
England
Scotland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
England
England
England
Ireland
Scotland
Ireland
England
Ireland
England
Ireland
Ireland
England
England
England
England
England
England
England
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
England
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
England
England
Scotland
England
Ireland
Ireland
England

County

Lincoln
Tyrone
Renfrew
Kent
Londonderry
Hertford
A rgyle
Cork
Lim erick 23
Lim erick 23
D evon
M iddlesex
M iddlesex
Leitrum
M idlothian
R oscom m on
Norfork
D onegal
W ilts
Cavan
Cavan
Berks
Sussex
Cambridge
C. o f Good H ope
Hereford 56
Surrey
Surrey
Dublin
W exford 65
Meath
Hants
Leitrum
Q ueen's
Roscom m on
R oscom m on
W icklow 69
M iddlesex
W arwick 70
D ow n
Northumberland
Cork
Cork
Somerset

Former
Regiment

Past Stations

1 Ryl
CStrmG
1
WI
1
7
11
14
WI
15
WI
23

24
24
24
24
25
30
34
34
37
37
37
52
52
56
56
56
56
65
66
67
67
67
67
67
70
70
71
71
71
73

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

WI

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

WI
WI

NA
NA
NA
NA

WI
WI
WI
WI
WI
WI
WI
WI
WI

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

WI
WI
WI
WI
WI
WI
WI

Gib
Gib

Gib

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

HI
Med
M ed
El
Port
Port
M ed

M ed
M ed

M ed

M ed
M ed
M ed
Ber
Ber
M ed

Table 1: Former Regiments and Past Stations* (continued)

Name

Nationality

County

Former
Regiment

Picken, David
M cGregor, Daniel
Black, George
Taylor, Thomas
Irwin, James
Johnston, John
Easson, W illiam

Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
England
Ireland
Ireland
Scotland

Renfrew
Stirling
Ayrshire
Leceister
Enniskillen
Tyrone
Perth

74
79
80
81
83
92
93

* Table 1 Derived from M cKenna 1995: Table 2 and Table 3
WI = W est Indies
Gib = Gibraltar
N A = North Am erica

Port = Portugal
M ed = Mediterranean
Ber = Bermuda

E l = East Indies

Past Stations

WI

NA
NA

WI

NA
NA
NA
NA

WI
WI
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Orders from the Horse Guards, initiating the formation of the RCRs, officially
acknowledged the elite character of the regiment in several ways. All rank and file
would receive an elevated pay equal to that of Her Majesty's Foot Guards. They
could also tend garden plots on military land.

Unlike any other regiment, the

instructions from the Horse Guards permitted them to work for profit. The Standing
Orders of the Roval Canadian Rifles allowed them to gain extra income, "in
Agriculture labour, or in handicraft when not in the performance of Military duty"
(Horse Guards to Lieutenant-General Jackson, 1840 cited in Couture 1988:19).

Many RCRs garrisoned at Fort Wellington, had served together in past
regiments (Sweeny 1986; McKenna 1995)3 . Some had even come from the same

Even the Brunswick’s ammunition was uncommonly shaped. Cast with a ridge around its circumference,
the ‘belted b a ll’ fitted tightly into the two rifled grooves o f the barrel (Mayatt 1979). A rare item on Canadian
military sites, the recovery o f 14 belted balls from the latrine helped to identify the RCRR’s deposits within the
privy pit (see Appendix A .)
3

Much o f the information about the RCRs garrisoned at Fort W ellington is derived from Catherine
McKenna’s (1995) study. Her investigation details the social makeup o f the N o 6 Company. Stationed at Prescott
between May 1843 and June 1847, McKenna found in this company a m icrocosm o f the regiment. Her analysis
demonstrates that the No 6 Company aptly represented the RCRR. It was found to reflect a similar cross-section
o f men and fam ilies as well as duties and routines.
U sing the Royal Canadian Regiment papers (Military C-Series) and the RCRR pension Records (War
Office 97), she identified 97 individuals within the regiment. Her biographic descriptions include information about
nationality, birth date, occupation, and former regiment. The frequency o f courts martial as w ell the recognition
o f individual good conduct were also documented. The date o f retirement and the reasons for discharge were
likew ise recorded.
The 1851 Census Returns for Prescott along with the Catholic and Anglican Parish Records furnished
information about religious affiliation, marriages and baptisms. From these records were derived family size and
residence patterns, during active service and after retirement. They also revealed what social relationships existed
among the rank and file. These are particularly significant for they illustrate how social networks bound the
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county and may have known each other prior to enlisting. In her study of the RCRs
at Prescott, McKenna (1995) identified the former regiments of 53 soldiers. While
men were drawn from a number of regiments, seven supplied more than one half of
the Company’s men (McKenna 1995:Table 5).

According to the service retirement

records, men from the same regiment were often stationed in the same district. This
suggests that a number of men served together before volunteering for the RCRR4 .
For these individuals, their fellow soldiers became extended families. Occasionally,
they even left the corps in the same year and settled in the same town (Table 2).
These ties enhanced their sense of comradeship and facilitated solidary within ranks.

While group identity ran high among the regiment, individualism did not. In
Mary Douglas's terms, the RCRR operated within a high grid structure.

The

restrictive regulations of the RCRs’ all but neutered symbolic gestures of self
expression.

The Standing Orders of the Roval Canadian Rifles give precise and

detailed instructions concerning clothing, personal possessions, and even the
arrangement of the hair.

This had the result of creating a single body, lacking

garrison fam ilies and the community together.

4

Alastair Sweeney (1986) states that recruitment for the RCRR was drawn from the 19 regiments o f the
line then serving in North America. The inspection returns for August 17, 1842, list 912 men on official rations
across Canadas East and West (McKenna 1995:Table24). Presuming an equal distribution o f volunteers, 48 men
would have enrolled from each o f these regiments. O f course, for every regiment that was under represented,
another would have provided a greater proportion of men. Increasing the number o f soldiers from a single
regiment makes greater the quantity o f men who had a shared common experience. Thus making the bonds among
the rank and file that much stronger.

Table 2: Date and Place of Retirement*
Name

Fitzgerald, John
Jack, Andrew
Morrison, William
Henderson, John
Peachy, William
McLean, John
Burke, Thomas
Moran, Thomas
Tracey, Jeremiah
Ryan, John
Severn, Henry
Hines, William
Hewer, Charles
Rutherford, George
Scott, Charles
Carroll, Bernard
Slane, Francis
Howes, George
Knee, Joseph
Leonard, Charles
Lane, James
Pollard, John
Enies, Samuel
Mason, William
Peake, William
Conway, James
Wood, William
Liddle, George
Rodgers, Richard
NcNally, Henry
Garrigan, Owen
Farrell, Thomas
Hatton, John
Lawless, Michael
Nixon, John
Grantin, Patrick
Murphy, Hugh
Lavery, John
Henshall, Joseph
Capson, Charles
Maxfield,

Former
Regiment

1
1
7
11
14
15
23
23
23
23
24
24
24
24
25
30
34
34
37
37
37
52
52
56
56
56
56
56
65
65
66
67
67
67
67
67
69
70
70
70
71

Date of
Retirement

Place
of Retirement

1848
1851
1847
1852
1846
1850
1847
1847
1850
1850
1848
1848
1850
1850
1849
1851
1850
1851
1847
1851
1851
1850
1851
1849
1850
1852
1852
1854
1849
1852
1850
1847
1850
1850
1850
1850
1848
1846
1850
1852
1849

Prescott
England
Prescott
Toronto
Prescott
Toronto
Prescott
Prescott
Kingston
London
London
Toronto
Hamilton
Kingston
Brockville
Prescott
Kingston
Prescott
Belleville
Niagara
Brighton
Prescott
London
Brockville
Brockville
Prescott
Niagara
Kingston
Prescott
Prescott
Prescott
Chatom
Kingston
Kingston
Prescott
Prescott
Prescott

Table 2: Date and Place of Retirement* (continued)
Name

Former
Regiment

Date of
Retirement

Place
of Retirement

Keefe, Michael
Desmond, Morris
George, Robson
Picken, David
McGregor, Daniel
Black, George
Taylor, Thomas
Irwin, James
Johnston, John
Easson, William

71
71
73
74
79
80
81
83
92
93

1849
1851
1847
1850
1851
1847
1851
1852
1848
1851

Prescott
Brockville
Niagara
London
England

* Table 2 Derived from McKenna 1995 Table 3 and Table 7

Kingston
Amherstburg
Brockville
London
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outward individualism. The Royal Canadian Rife Regiment adopted the uniform of
the 60th King's Royal Rifle corps (Burns 1983; Plate 4). As the very word infers, the
uniform signified conformity. Uniformity of dress promoted group solidarity, while
lacing, sash and chevron reinforced visually the differentiation of rank.

For the noncommissioned officers and the rank and file, the dress consisted
of a dark green tunic with serge trousers. Short black leather boots and shako, with
the distinctive bugle badge, completed the ensemble (Cattley 1936). For winter wear,
a grey greatcoat, a wedge-shaped muskrat cap, and knitted mitts were worn. The
undress included a shell jacket and cloth trousers. To improve the esprit de corps of
the regiment and the self esteem of its aging veterans, a longer frock-coat replaced
their short coats.

With bulging midriffs of middle age hidden, Major General

Armstrong was to write, " . . . is a wonderful improvement, not only as to appearance
but delights the Men themselves" (Burns 1983:np).

Not only were the elements of the uniform stipulated, but also the
circumstances under which they were worn.

The particular attention of Officers and Non Commissioned Officers
is called to the walking dress of the men. No man should leave
barracks in clothing that he would not be allowed to attend parade in.
The winter dress complete will be the walking dress in winter. In
spring and fall it will be the Tunic and cloth Trowsers as worn on
parade. In the summer the Shell Jacket and Serge Trowsers may be

Plate 4: An Officer of the Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment.

V<

:

A RCRR Officer circa 1860. CRM Historic Sites Photo Collection,
Parks Canada, Ontario Region, RDO-781.
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used in the vicinity of quarters; but if men ask leave to go a distance
they must go in Tunics (Great Britain, [WO] 1861:85).

Mandatory hair cuts also promoted conformity in appearance. Between the 20th and
26th of every month, a hair trimmer visited each soldier. The regulations state that:

The hair is to be left one inch long on the crown and tapering off to
nothing at the back of the neck. Whiskers and moustache will not be
interfered with, if in reason, but, the chin in a line from the side of the
mouth to below the stock, must be cleanly shaved every day (Great
Britain, [WO] 1861:44).

During the investigations of the latrine, excavation revealed compressed lenses of
human hair dispersed throughout the men’s portion of the privy. The clippings may
be the result of sweepings taken from the barracks, or from hair cutting within the
latrine itself.

Regardless of the origin, the presence of hair clippings poignantly

document this monthly ritual.

The regimentation of a strictly enforced daily schedule also nullified
individualism. Paul Couture paints a Pavlovic description of garrison life.

One of the most striking aspects of the garrison routine was the
number of bugle calls heard on the post every day. There might be
eighteen to twenty calls or signals on a normal day. Every routine and
activity appeared to have its particular call: rouse, fifteen minute
warning call for all meals, mess calls, officer's warning and mess
calls, assembly calls for morning parade and staff parade, orderly
assembly calls, sweepers assembly call, first post, last post and lights
out (Couture 1988:144).
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Reveille at five or six o'clock, depending on the season, parade and roll-call, either
before or after breakfast, and barrack inspection occupied the morning hours. The
afternoons included a midday meal, four o'clock tea, and an evening drill. The tattoo
was by eight or nine o'clock depending on the garrison and time of year. While a
good portion of their day was considered free, fatigue and orderly duties, as well as
special activities, effectively eroded it. These included field exercises, instruction
drills and ball practice (Couture 1988; McKenna 1995).

The RCRs lived a highly regimented existence similar to other strong
group/strong grid formations.

Regulations involving space and symbolic order

routinely constrained their daily activities. In a world where all conformed to the
same rules, and most possessed similar material wealth, privacy and comfort became
the tangible signifiers of status. They, along with elements of the uniform, became
the principle distinguishers of rank and position. The difference between the officers
and the rank and file was always present and clearly obvious.

Preferring lodgings in the town, senior officers rarely lived in quarters during
the RCRR's occupation at Fort Wellington. Instead, up to two subalterns used the
officers' quarters. Their shared sleeping and dinning accommodations equalled 716
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square feet5. This equates to 358 square feet of living space per officer. Conversely,
the barracks’ accumulated floor space of 3,528 square feet accommodated a
population averaging 65 males and 17 females (derived from McKenna 1995: Table
27)6. This allowed about forty-three square feet per person. The area is diminished
to only 30.5 square feet per person if children are added to the equation (Plate 5).

Ignoring the wives and children of the garrison, the officers could claim six
and a half times more living space than the rank and file. Although this discrepancy
unequivocally enunciated distinctions of rank and position, it nonetheless shaped in-

5

The calculations o f the living space within the officers' quarters and the barracks are based on the interior
dimensions of those structures. The officers' quarters measures 16 feet, 2 inches by 44 feet 4 inches. The barracks
consist o f two living floors, each 42 feet square.
6

The estimates o f the number o f males and females barracked at Fort Wellington are simply just that. No
documents exist which explicitly detail the number o f beds used in barracks for the RCRs stationed at Fort
W ellington. Only the 1851 Census records the number o f fam ilies living in the town o f Prescott. N o other
document indicates the number o f married men who, with their fam ilies, lived out o f barracks.
Catherine McKenna has been most innovative in determining the number o f fem ales and children taken
'on the strength' at the fort. Using requisitions which list the quantity o f straw required for bedding, she estimated
a plausible bed count for the years 1850 through to 1854. For the seven years before this, she extrapolated a count
using 1850-53 period as a guide. From this she subtracted the 25 beds per year used in the hospital. The bed count
was reduced further by subtracting the number o f men who were incorporated into the Prescott inspection returns
but stationed in the nearby post o f Brockville.
Females 'on the strength' were given bedding in the barracks. The difference, therefore, between the
recorded number o f rank and file and the number o f estimated beds represents the number o f w ives living in
quarters. Averaging McKenna's estimates for the years 1844 to 1851 produce an arithmetic mean o f 65 males and
17 fem ales. The years 1852 and 1853 were not included in the calculation for they vary with the modal
distribution.
To calculate the number o f children housed in the barracks, an average family size was required. This
was estimated from the RCRR inspection returns. For the garrison at Prescott, McKenna has calculated family
sizes o f 1.7 and 2.2 4 for the years 1845 and 1850, respectively. An average o f the two provides a workable
estimate spanning the entire RCRR period. Using 1.9 children as the norm, the average number o f children
barracked at Prescott would be in the neighbourhood o f 32.

Plate 5: Crowded Barrack Accommodation.

A re-enactment of RCRR family life at Fort Wellington. Photo by J. Last.
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group solidarity. As Douglas and Isherwood (1979:66) point out, " . . . space is also
harnessed to the cultural process, and that its divisions are heavy with meaning." The
rank and file took their lot in life as a given.

Rank defined responsibility and

responsibility justified privilege.

The use of space and its associated disciplinary rules were crucial for the
maintenance of the system. They provided a means of accustoming the garrison to
the structure of authority (Paynter and McGuire 1991; Vancouver Art Gallery 1993).
The rank and file lived it daily and believed it from within. Such notions are common
wherever deep-seated relationships between architecture and discipline exist. Michel
Foucault (1979) has argued that large scale constructions, which incorporate vistas for
surveillance and scrutiny into their design, have disciplinary potential.

"[They

provide] a means of familiarizing a population with a given order or rule" (Paynter
and McGuire 1991:9). Foucault's 'disciplines': the school, hospital, prisons, and
even barracks,

... exert a subtle yet pervasive control over the body and mind by
articulating architectural spaces and devising routines for inhabiting
them.... mold[ing] . . . 'docile' bodies, which willingly submit to the
rigors of factory labor or military service (Lupton and Miller
1992:11).

Within the barracks, space was symbolically interpreted in contexts derived
partly from the regulations and partly from the men themselves.

While
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noncommissioned officers received no additional barrack room, they were entitled to
benefits befitting their position. Often sergeants barracked in the same rooms as the
rank and file.

When this occurred, the regulations permitted sergeants to erect

bedposts at night to hang privacy curtains (Pinkerton 1987). Although these partitions
were of only a temporary nature, they did ensure a measure of seclusion not afforded
to most. Considering the nocturnal sounds emanating from 65 snoring men and at
least a dozen crying infants, the screen of fabric was a symbolic gesture rather than
a practical barrier.

Another characteristic shared by strong group/strong grid social formations is
the commemoration of historic events and memorials (Douglas 1982).

Such

ceremonies foster strong group sentiments while reinforcing hierarchy and authority.
Special occasions such as the Queen's Birthday provided the opportunity for pomp and
ceremony (Brockville Recorder 31 May 1849:3). The firing of a fieu de joie. with
full regimental parade, presented a visual display of symbolic leadership and group
solidarity. Through military parade and procession came reification. "By enacting
this processual symbol for hierarchy, participants create both the relationship and its
meaning while they also enhance the legitimacy of the leader" (Dubinskas 1987:513).

Parades and drills were essential to the army. As Captain Black of the RCRR
wrote about the relationship of drill upon the soldier, " . . .

it occupies him, and if
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properly administered, the effect would produce an esprit de corps, [of] which nothing
tends more to keep men together" (Black quoted in McKenna 1995:24). Formality,
ritual and regimentation further enhanced this sentiment. Every aspect of ceremony
was controlled and choreographed.

Each player had a part to play in the

performance. The proper gestures for saluting a superior were as exacting as any
quadrille. Even the children of the garrison were subject to the ritual. "The women
as well as their husbands . . . will direct their children to salute every Officer . . .
the boys saluting with the hand in the same manner as the soldiers, and the girls
making a courtesy" (Great Britain, [WO] 1835:150).

Even death could not wash away the indelible mark of hierarchy.

The

observances of funerals were as explicit as other rituals. While the group mourned
the passing of one of their members, the degree of reverence depended upon rank.
The Queen’s Regulations and Orders for the Armv proscribe protocol for funerals:

The Funeral of a Field-Marshal is to be saluted with seventeen pieces
of cannon, attended by six Battalions, and eight Squadrons.
That of a Captain by his own Troop or Company, or one hundred
Rank and File, under the command of a Captain, with three rounds of
small Arms.
.... [That of a ] Private Man, . . . by thirteen Rank and File, under
the command of a Sergeant, with three rounds of small Arms (Great
Britain, [WO] 1844:33-34).
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The acquisition of worldly possessions is a primary vehicle for projecting
aspects of individualism. It is through the 'empire of things' (Douglas and Isherwood
1979) that one imposes identity and a sense of environment. In many respects you are
what you consume. Entombing oneself in the trappings of the material world does
more than provide comfort and security. These props not only occupy space. They
grab it.

At times material possessions demand from the observer the skill of a

surgeon, for only through careful dissection can one reveal the subtleties of the
message directed at the ‘group’. As such, objects are powerful communicators
imbued with visual symbols and multiple meanings (Beaudry et al. 1991).

It is not surprising then, that the British army attempted to control and
discourage the acquisition of private possessions. Upon joining the regiment, the
Barrack Master issued to the rank and file their necessaries. These included articles
of clothing, arms, bedding and communal barrack furnishings.

Personal items

amounted to: a knapsack and holdall, a knife, fork and spoon, and a mess tin.
Grooming items consisted of a hair brush and comb7, shaving brush and razor. A tin
of blacking, a brass ball and a cloth and shoe brush completed the kit (Figure 3).
Each article, where possible, was to be marked with the owner's name and number

7

N o comb that could be positively identified as an official necessary was found within the latrine.
However, archaeological investigations did uncover 14 fine-tooth H-shaped combs used for the removal o f vermin
and scurf (Sullivan 1994). While their uniformity suggests that they may have been issued, all but two were found
in either the female or female/officer mixed deposits. This implies a strong association with the family group rather
than the single-enlisted men. Quite possibly they were used for child hair care and purchased independently.

Figure 3: Issued Necessaries
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Method of laying out a kit for the inspection of necessaries. Note that all articles in the holdall
are placed in a way that exposes the name and number of the soldier for inspection.
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along with initials of the Regiment (Great Britain, [WO] 1861).

Noncommissioned officers were entitled to a barrack box or chest in which to
store their necessaries and other personal items (Pinkerton 1987). Usually, the rank
and file received no such privilege, their knapsack being their only official means of
storage. However, unlike other regiments of the line, the regulations permitted the
RCRs the luxury of additional storage.

All men both married and single will be allowed to keep in the barrack
room one box each, twenty-two inches in length, twelve inches in
depth and twelve in width. Those at present in use if of such size as
to go below the bedstead lengthways between the feet, and not
exceeding two feet cubic measurement, need not be altered (Great
Britain, [WO] 1861:63-64).

The diminutive size of the barrack box underscored the army's belief that the
rank and file had little need to store personal belongings (Whitfield 1982). Material
items recovered from the latrine illustrate clearly that at Fort Wellington this was not
the case.

The barrack conditions during the RCRR's occupation deviated from the

'official line'. Nearly 700 ceramic tableware items were found,8 most of which were
of private purchase.

In addition, the assemblage contained six ceramic figurines

(Plate 6) and 35 children's dishes or miniatures.

The investigations even unearthed

flower pots and a jardiniere. The recovery of the faunal remains of a kitten, a puppy

8

Throughout this thesis the quantities o f items cited represent minimum vessel counts and not sherd counts.

Plate 6: Figurine from the Fort Wellington Latrine

An example of one of the six ceramic figurines recovered from the RCRR context
of the Fort Wellington latrine. Photo by Roc Chan.
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and an adult dog, along with 243 gnawed bones, attest to the presence of pets in the
barracks (Rick 1993). Together, the findings paint a picture of barrack life somewhat
opposed to that outlined in the Standing Orders of the Roval Canadian Rifles.

This is due in part to the unique nature of the Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment.
This elite corps was raised with the specific aim of combating the endemic problem
of desertion. Between the end of the War of 1812 and the beginning of the Rebellion
Years, at least 5,000 British soldiers had deserted the service (Couture 1988). As
early as 1837, Lord Howick, then Secretary at War, devised a plan to retard this
'disgraceful crim e'. He believed that a regiment composed of trustworthy veterans
would help curb this alarming and costly occurrence.

In turn for their loyalty, the British army granted the RCRs several benefits.
One distinct privilege involved the number of females allowed 'on the strength'.
Significantly, the proportion of women, and their children permitted to receive rations
were double that of other regiments. This increased the ratio of barracked women
from six per 100 men to twelve (Great Britain, [WO], General Order Article 8, 1841).
Wives and children already on rations from previous regiments continued to maintain
this privilege, whatever the regimental quota.

This had real implications for the regiment. In 1843 the regiment had 882
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rank and file, supporting 244 women and 342 children under the age of 14. (Burns
1983).

At Fort Wellington in 1851 a small company of 70 other ranks reported

dependents numbering 38 women and 85 children. The census returns for that year
register 16 military families billeted in the town of Prescott. Twenty-two married
couples along with 46 children were therefore barracked at the fort (Couture 1988).
With populations of this size the garrison at Fort Wellington took on a decidedly
domestic flavour.

For many reasons, the Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment presented issues never
dealt with before in the British army. The number of married men, their greater
disposable income, and their extensive experience (many as noncommissioned
officers), pushed the limits of military organization and regulation. Consequently, the
Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment broke new ground. It challenged the logistics of
barrack life and pitted the loyalties of the men between their Companies and their
families. In effect, the regiment was in a liminal state. It was both fighting unit and
domestic institution. In addition, the regiment was formed while at peace. This
lessened the need for regimentation and reduced the level of control over the
individual. While the regulations dictating the appropriate behaviour between officers
and their men appear to have been maintained, rules concerning barrack life were
negotiated daily.
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The imposing quantity of personal possessions of the RCRs demonstrates a
degree of individualism rarely seen on a military site. Absent was the homogenized
appearance of identical table wares, as was common to earlier regimental messes
(Sussman 1978).

No place setting was a clone of another.

Instead, the latrine

assemblage showed unusual variation. It was more typical of a large nineteenthcentury, civilian assemblage than that of a restricted regimented institution. At meal
time, the barrack tables displayed a rich bouquet of multicolored ceramics, varying
in decoration, size, and quality. By the bedsteads were barrack boxes, stuffed to
overflowing. Each filled with plates, bowls and handled tea cups that refused to
nestle (Plate 7).

In her analysis of the ceramic table wares recovered from the latrine, Lynne
Sussman (1994) notes the presence of virtually every waretype and decorative style
produced during the nineteenth century (Table 3). The lack of uniformity among the
items makes her question how the soldiers acquired them. They do not appear to have
been bought in bulk. This challenges the idea that the Barrack Master distributed
them as 'issued ware' or acquired en mass, as was common in the British army.
Rather, Sussman believes that most of the wares represent individual family
purchases.

There are only three major ware types from the latrine assemblage that have

Plate 7: Ceramics from the Fort Wellington Latrine.

wm

A portion of the mended ceramic vessels from the RCRR context of the
Fort Wellington latrine. Photo by Roc Chan. CRM Historic Sites
Photo Collection, Parks Canada, Ontario Region, RAO-1134.

Table 3:

P lain

Ceramic Tableware from the Fort Wellington Latrine *
Number of vessels by Decorative Technique and Function.

D ip t

S h ell
E dge

1

C up

Sponged

35

S a u cer

50

T ea p o t

3

P ainted

39
64

S u gar
Plate

19

Iron
S tone

75

P o r c e la in

O th er

T otal

37

7

4

123

49

7

3

173

2

2
2

C rea m

T ran sfer
P rinted

3

10

1

3

2

2

67

7

4

1

1

1

173
21

M u ffin

6

13

Platter

1

5

S er v in g

2

6

6

14

1

3

10

2

C o n d im e n t
B ow l

5

P itch er
M ug

1

E g g C up

1

T o ta ls

27

4

46

4

15

9

14

3

4

3

1

1

88

96

1
1

1
1

63

6

125

4
200

10

90

12

37

3

7
9

3
23

27

29

678

T a b le 3 d e r iv e d fro m S u ssm a n (1 9 9 4 ) and m o d ifie d to r e fle c t on ly th o se d e p o sits attributed to the R C R R p h a se 184 3 to 1 8 5 4 .
* A s noted by S u ssm a n (1 9 9 4 ) the term “p la te” in this table in c lu d e s din n er p la te, sou p plate and lu n ch eo n s iz e d p la tes. S a lts, p ep p ers and
m ustard con tain ers are subsum ed under the ca teg o ry o f “c o n d im en ts” . “O th er” d ecorative typ es refer to y e llo w a r e, b row n and black glazed
w a r e and o th er m in o r w a r es.
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a possibility of being issued to the riflemen of the regiment: dipped (or industrial
slipware) bowls, blue-edged plates and plain plates. Of the three, the slipware bowls
are the most convincing as ‘institutional ware’. At Fort Wellington, excavations
recovered 50 bowls from the RCRR deposits of the latrine. For the most part their
volume is greater than a breakfast cup but smaller than a mixing bowl, holding about
1 litre of fluid (Plate 8).

The number of bowls recovered from the excavations were

uncommonly high for a 19th century Canadian domestic site (Sussman 1994). Partly
this is due to the culinary preferences of Upper Canadians which tended to minimized
the consumption of ‘liquid’ or ‘moist’ foods.

As for soup in Upper Canada, Thomas Fowler observed in 1832 that
“ ... I have seldom seen soups in this country”, in the same year
Dunlop noted that “Soup is unknown is [sic] these parts” ... “Stews or
meat pottages are scarcely mentioned at all” (Guillet 1958:3:62 then
Dunlop 1967:98 [orig. pub. 1832] cited in Kenyon and Kenyon
1992:9).

On the contrary, stewed meals were the mainstay of barrack dinning. The task of
cooking for the rank and file was rotated weekly among the single men of the
garrison. The cook and his assistant (the next man on the roster) prepared beef-based
soups and stews daily with potatoes served on-the-side (Couture 1988). Twice a week
salted pork or mutton replace beef as the meat component of the meal.

The distribution of domestic mammal bone within the latrine confirms this

Plate 8: Slipware Bowl from the Fort Wellington Latrine

An annular blue-banded bowl from the RCRR context of the Fort Wellington
latrine. This vessel is typical of the numerous slipware bowls recovered from the
privy. Photo by Roc Chan.
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reliance on cow, sheep and pig. Together they make up 88.9 percent of the total
mammal fragments identified to the level of family or better.

Of the relative

abundance of these three groups, cow fragments were the most frequent (68.4 percent
in the women’s chamber and 58.6 percent in the enlisted men’s). Caprine fragments
(sheep/goat) made up 28.9 percent of the women’s and 23.9 percent of the enlisted
men’s totals. Pig fragments were approximately half that of the caprine frequencies
(Rick 1993).

While the reliance on bowls is representative in the frequency of vessels
present, there is enough variation in decorative design to suggest individual rather
than bulk purchase. Only ten percent of the assemblage are made up vessels which
share similar designs or identical form (Sussman 1994). The same can be said of the
81 blue shell-edged plates . The majority of these plates exhibit differences in ware
type (five were pearl ware), size (ranging from muffins to 9 1/4 inch and 10 1/2 inch
dinner plates), shape (brim sizes varying from 1 3/8 to 1 1/2 inches), colour and
execution. The plain plates were similarly diverse in their size and shape. Only six
of the 19 found were identical.

They all came from the same deposit within the

enlisted men’s chamber (2H52E49) and could be considered a set, perhaps personal,
that entered the archaeological context through a singular unfortunate event.

Even within the highly controlled environment of the RCRR, the variety of
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table wares show an apparent desire to strengthen the 'self' at the expense of the
'group'. That this was articulated through such basic, personal possessions should not
be surprising. Regimentation within the RCRs left little room for the expression of
individual tastes and aesthetics. The acquisition of table wares, in ceramics or glass,
was an exception.

They were one of the few possible avenues available for the

communication of self image, status and prestige.

The presence of females and children most certainly affected tableware
purchase patterns.

Similar to the findings of Clements (1993), differences were

evident between deposits attributed to the married and the single riflemen.
female chamber, containing the greatest portion of the family refuse9,

The
had a

significantly larger number of dipped-decorated bowls and slightly more sponged
bowls and lustreware than the enlisted men’s latrine (Figure 4). The families also

The Standing Orders o f the Roval Canadian Rifles state that each women was to have her berth
and family quarters swept and scrubbed every morning, excepting Sundays. It specified further that:
All chamber slops from the married rooms are to be emptied into the women's privy. All other
slops into the drains (Great Britain, [WO] 1861:44).
The Standing Orders also restricted access to the w om en’s latrine solely to fem ales by stipulating that it was the
duty o f the women o f the garrison to clean their privy:
Every married man whose family is quartered in barracks will be liable to a monthly charge
to pay a woman for keeping the w om en's wash-houses, privies, etc. clean. The money is to
be collected by the Pay Sergeant and paid over to the Quarter Master, w hose business it will
be to engage a Soldier's wife to perform this duty. If none will volunteer, a civilian may be
employed ( Great Britain, [WO] 1961:43).

These regulations ensured that the wives o f the garrison were in charge o f discarding broken and unwanted family
items. It is the premise o f this thesis that much o f this refuse found its way into the fem ale latrine cubical.

Figure 4: Bowls from The Fort Wellington Latrine *.

* Figure 4 derived from Sussm an (1994) and m odified to reflect only those deposits attributed to the
RCRR phase 1843 to 1854.
** Section 1
Section 1.5
Section 2
Section 2 .5
Section 3

= O fficers’ Chamber
= M ixed O fficers’ and W om en ’s D eposits
= W om en ’s Chamber
= M ixed W om en ’s and Enlisted M en ’s D eposits
= Enlisted M en ’s D eposits
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used (or discarded) greater amounts of transfer printed wares.

The number of

transfer-printed vessels recovered from the women’s chamber exceed those from the
enlisted men’s by a ratio of 2:1. Higher frequencies of teas (teacups and saucers) were
also found in the women’s chamber.

One hundred and thirty-six teas came from the

female portion of the latrine compared to 81 recovered from the men’s chamber
(Figure 5). Virtually all of the vitrified plates and bowls, which were the newest in
ceramic fashion (Sussman 1994), came from the women’s cubical.

Conversely,

painted bowls appear to have been used exclusively by the single men of the garrison
(Figure 4).

This suggests that the acquisition of certain ceramic table wares went

beyond the basic need of function.

They defined family and self and acted as

statements of individualism played out in a highly regimented environment.

Ceramics also served to maintain boundaries and solidify the group. While
acknowledging diversity and variety within the garrison ceramics, an underlying sense
of parity did exist. There is a general 'sameness', or a 'commonality' about the
objects that transcends their variety. While every individual or family group had the
opportunity to express their identity, they appear to have honoured certain rules. As
in skirmishing during battle, the rank and file maintained a "collective loose order"
(Fuller cited in Sweeny 1986:1-24). While the riflemen acknowledged individualism,
they pursued it through prescribed methods and limitations.

Figure 5: Teas from The Fort Wellington Latrine
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This is likely the result of the 'coercive theatre' (Foucault 1979) present daily
within the walls of the barracks. Regimental control not only affects one's actions but
also one's beliefs and values. It formed the inner workings of the individual:

... one can imagine the power of the education which, not only in a
day, but in the succession of days and even years, may regulate for
man the time of waking and sleeping, of activity and rest, the number
and duration of meals, the quality and ration of food, the nature and
product of labour, the time of prayer, the use of speech and even, so
to speak, that of thought, that education which, .... takes possession of
man as a whole, of all physical and moral faculties that are in him and
of the time in which he is himself (Lucas cited in Foucault 1979:236).

The display of wealth was both constrained and limited. Few of the wares
showed anything but a fare-to-middling investment of finances. As one of the only
ways of broadcasting status, it was under utilized. Only four percent of the ceramic
table wares consisted of prestigious porcelain.

Investigations found this waretype

evenly distributed among the latrine chambers. The most popular ceramics unearthed
in the latrine were transfer-printed wares. Making up twenty-nine percent of the total
ceramic assemblage, printed-wares had the most varied function and vessel form. On
average they were about two and a half to three times as expensive as plain Cream
Coloured (CC) wares, the cheapest ceramic ware types available at the time (Miller
1980, 1991). While being one of the most costly decorative techniques available in
Prescott, many of the vessels showed manufacturing imperfections (Sussman 1994).
As ‘seconds’, they would have been less expensive than the manufacturer’s ‘firsts’.
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The remaining 67 percent of the assemblage consisted of dipped, edged, sponged, and
painted wares. These decorative techniques ranged from one and a half, to two and
a half times that of CC ware.

If the RCRs were competitive within ranks, they

expressed it in ways other than through ceramic display.

The lack of ceramic 'one upmanship' may have been the result of limited
income. In his study of the internal economy of the RCRR, Paul Couture (1988:150)
estimated the annual income of an average rifleman. After deductions for 'Messing
and Washing', a RCR would gross £14 per year. This is hardly a financial base with
which to furnish an expensive table service.

On the other hand, a sergeant was

reported to have made £33 after paying for army stoppages. There is also an instance
of a RCRR family, billeted in town, who had a servant (McKenna pers. com. 1993).

While tableware 'sets' were rare, similarities in colour or design did exist
within decorative types. The most prevalent were 81 blue shell-edged plates. While
certain of their elements

(shape,

execution,

and manufacturer) expressed

individualism, the overall impression was of uniformity. Was this a way of mediating
'self' with 'group'?

The same can be said of the 85 sponged-decorated teaware

articles (Plate 9). Five decorative patterns and six different cup forms were present.
However, as Sussman (1993:10) notes, "most were similar enough in decoration and
size to be used together." The 189 transfer-printed wares are another example. They

Plate 9: Sponged Teaware from the Fort Wellington Latrine.

...:

An example of a sponged teaware cup and saucer from the RCRR
context of the Fort Wellington Latrine. Photo by Roc Chan.
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demonstrate a myriad of patterns. Sussman (1994) observed 40 different designs over
all. However, eleven of these account for more than one-half of the material. The
Willow and the Watteau patterns were the most popular representing 31 percent of the
collection (Table 4).

Obviously, cost and accessibility played a role in ceramic acquisition. Many
of the marked wares were manufactured by John Thomson of Glasgow and were
probably purchased from the same local merchant. Is it possible, though, that other
governing agents were induced from within? The rank and file may have set their
own internal limits on consumption and the excessive show of wealth to reduce
conflict and guarantee solidarity. "A strong group has its own characteristic ways of
controlling envy that might spoil the relations of its members and so threaten its
permanence" (Douglas and Isherwood 1979:36).

Garrison families and single men alike did strive to envelope themselves in the
comfort and warmth of material possessions. However, limits were placed on how
this was to be achieved. Douglas and Isherwood have described similar occurrences
from the coal fields of West Yorkshire. There, miners saw benefit in solidarity and
constructed their own social codes to regulate and maintain it.

Keeping the level of domestic consumption low all around by draining
off surplus in drink and betting is a way of meeting the basic

Table 4: Transfer Printed Wares from the Fort Wellington Latrine *
Number of vessels by Transfer Design.
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Table 4: Transfer Printed Wares from the Fort Wellington Latrine*
Number of Vessels by Transfer Design, (continued)
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Table 4: Transfer Printed Wares from the Fort Wellington Latrine*
Number of Vessels by Transfer Design, (continued)
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requirements of a stable group. These miners seemed to watch each
other with an eagle eye to notice any deviations from the consumption
norms: "Someone produced a rather expensive brand of tobacco. The
cry immediately went up, 'My, aren't we posh,' and the middle-aged
collier put the tin away in confusion" Surplus cash had to be spent in
the approved ways, on public feasting and not on private delectation
(Douglas and Isherwood 1979:168-169).

The similarities with the West Yorkshire miners are striking. If drinking was
an acceptable means of expenditure, the RCRs possessed a viable mechanism for
group solidarity. Drinking was a passive device for demonstration of wealth. It also
ensured equity within the ranks by diminishing excess funds.

Drunkenness was

rampant throughout the regiment. Major General Armstrong in his Inspection Report
of August 1842 wrote that:

Many of the men are addicted to drink which is the vice of most old
soldiers and particularly so in this country . . . The Court Martials
have been frequent and whatever the measures to prevent drunkenness
they have not been successful though the officers seem zealous and
assiduous to check this vice (Armstrong cited in Couture 1988:104).

There are numerous accounts detailing the intemperance of the Royal Canadian
Rifle Regiment. In 1844, 105 members of the Regiment were tried by court martial 84 of which were for habitual drunkenness (Couture 1988).

McKenna (1995) has

calculated that almost 58 percent of the RCRs court-martialled at Fort Wellington
committed alcohol related offences.

The Hospital Register contains records as

sobering. Of the six RCRs who died following admission to the hospital, two were
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identified as "hard drinkers" (Duffin 1994:33). Twelve percent of the men were
described in the records as outright 'drinkers'.

Of those who have been identified,

at least 28 percent of the rank and file showed signs of alcohol abuse (McKenna
1995). As Captain Black commented,

Nevertheless while the great body of men are well disposed and
trustworthy . . . so many are addicted to intemperate habits, that if
the soldiers generally, were released from a wholesome Military
Control and proper Surveillance they would ere long become loose,
disreputable, and as a Military body, worse than useless (Black cited
in McKenna 1995:127).

The presence of 67 liquor bottles within the latrine bares witness to the fact
that, even though no wine, liquor, or spirituous drinks were to be removed from the
canteen, this was not always the case (Great Britain, [WO] 1835). However, the
relatively small number of bottles does not adequately reflect the numerous accounts
detailing the intemperance of the garrison.

While some indulged in the privacy of

the barracks or privy, it would appear that the majority preferred the comfort offered
by the 19 taverns of Prescott. Regardless of the location, drinking was an integral
social activity for the RCRs. It allowed for visible, conspicuous consumption. Group
drinking was a way of displaying volatile wealth and a passive means of displaying
prestige by buying a 'round'. It lent parity to the group while strengthening bonds
among the rank and file (Tiger 1970).
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This sense of group control may have also manifested itself in other realms.
While regulations permitted the RCRs extra employment out of barracks, few took
advantage of the opportunity. Captain Black, while at Fort Wellington, mentioned:

... there is scarcely a soldier of the Regiment working at his trade . .
. It may be in part owing to a general unwillingness among the older
soldiers to perform any kind of hard work so long as they find they
have enough to procure all they require without doing so . . .
However, no complaint is to be had and all appear to be contented
(Black cited in Couture 1988:158).

The decision to ignore this privilege may very well be, as Captain Black
suggests, through a lack of resourcefulness or initiative. Paul Couture (1988) notes,
however, that the restrictive regulations concerning work out of barracks could also
have influenced the men. A third factor may have been an internal control instigated
by the men themselves. Perhaps a general bias toward external income persisted in
order to regulate excess wealth and in-group competition.

The Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment possessed distinctive qualities not found
in other regiments of the British army.

Their seasoned experience, age, and

overwhelming numbers of wives and children posed logistical problems for the
regiment.

They also taxed the inner workings of the system; redefining daily,

relationships established through regulation. As we will examine in later chapters,
rules were not always upheld. This was especially true within the confines of the
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barracks and the latrine.

While the Standing Orders of the Royal Canadian Rifles is explicit in its
instruction, much latitude was given to the members of the regiment.
negotiation was an ongoing phenomenon.

Social

Rules were altered to meet new and

changing circumstances. However they were modified, a strong sense of ‘group’
prevailed. Following Mary Douglas's scheme of strong group/ strong grid, the RCRs
continued to view the regiment and themselves as one. They maintained a united
vision.

One which incorporated a rigid hierarchy, daily ritual, a sense of the

collective, and a metaphorical use of the body as a pervasive social symbol.

CHAPTER 3
THE LATRINE AS A POSITIONAL MARKER

The latrine was an essential, if undocumented, structure at Fort Wellington.
It was a building of multiple functions, attending to both the physical and social
realms of the garrison. As a measure of containing human waste, the privy served its
purpose well. As a symbol of the British army, it was equally effective. More than
a passive backdrop to the daily activities of the fort, the latrine actively communicated
messages of status and discipline. Through the display of space, privacy and comfort,
the privy informed the rank and file. It spoke of power and privilege, separating
officers from their men yet uniting the company as a whole.

In many ways the latrine at Fort Wellington epitomized garrison life. The
privy was a symbol of military hierarchy and reaffirmed daily the lot of the riflemen.
Although a single structure, the RCRs subdivided the latrine to meet the needs of the
officers, the enlisted men, and the women of the garrison.

Similar to other

contemporary, military latrines, each compartment was separate; set apart by rank and
segregated by gender (Carter-Edwards 1987).
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Nestled in the southeast corner of the fort and beneath the shadows of a
traversing gun, the latrine stands as an unimposing, single-storey building. Like the
officers’ quarters, and the once existing cook house to the north, the latrine rests
along a north-south axis. Modest in size, it is a simple, hipped-roofed structure
measuring 25 feet 8 inches by 13 feet 4.6 inches (7.83m by 4.08m) (Plate 3).

As a testimony to repeated repairs and on going maintenance, the extant latrine
is presently clapboarded with four distinct types of siding. Typically, it would have
been weather-boarded with seven-inch pine, wrought and rebated, and exposed six
inches to the weather (Dale 1990). Horizontal boards sheathed the interior.

While

the enlisted men's chamber received an application of plain whitewash, the women's
and the officers' rooms were tinted buff or yellow (Carter-Edwards 1987).

A mortared stone foundation supported the structure, the eastern portion of
which acted as the cesspit. Footings for the latrine were of shallow construction
consisting of three, poorly laid-up courses of limestone (Feast 1991)1. Conversely,
the cesspit was a substantial and integral feature of the latrine.

Its interior

dimensions measured 20 feet 5 inches by 5 feet 3 inches (6.23m by 1.6m) with an
i
For a comprehensive structural analysis o f the latrine please refer to Arnie Feast's (1991) report. Details
concerning individual elem ents o f the latrine design, as revealed through excavation, are discussed. A ssociated
features are also described. These include a perimeter surface drain and the cleaning pit. Structural components
dating to the first Fort W ellington that were incorporated into, or disturbed by, the latrine construction are similarly
examined. A general sequence for the construction, use, modification and repair o f the latrine is also provided.
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estimated depth of more than ten feet (3.05m). At its highest elevation, the cesspit
contained twenty-two discernible courses of rough-dressed limestone. Perhaps to
effect easy cleaning, the army built the cesspit without any internal divisions. As a
single vault, it served the entire garrison (Plate 10).

The RCRs partitioned the interior of the latrine building into three distinct
rooms (Figure 6). Their dimensions and layout were readily visible through nail-hole
analysis, and by virtue of the interior re-boarding and aperture modifications (CarterEdwards 1987; Dale 1990).

Additional evidence came from the sequential and

diverse paint applications observed within the latrine that document, through
silhouettes and ‘ghost’ impressions, alterations to the privy interior. By defining the
position of partition studs and nailer plates, past painting schemes helped to identify
the location of the interior walls and privy benches now removed.

Even before excavations began we could identify the men’s chamber through
architectural analysis and archival research. Structural elements within the privy,
including its layout, revealed that the enlisted men used the southernmost
compartment. A similar analysis of the northern chamber concluded that the officers
of the regiment employed it as their designated cubical. Unfortunately, the ‘patrons’
of the central chamber were less clear. While we presumed that the women of the
garrison occupied the room, there remained the possibility that noncommissioned

Plate 10: The Latrine Cesspit During Excavation.

View of cess pit during excavation, view to the south looking from the officer's
chamber through to the enlisted men's room. Note cleaning pit entrance centrally
located along left foundation wall. Photo by J. Last.

Figure 6: Floor Plan of the Fort Wellington Latrine.

-o

Floor plan of the Fort Wellington Latrine illustrating the three
segregated chambers for the officers, enlisted men, and women of the
garrison.
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officers were the sole users of the chamber (Feast 1991). This would have been in
keeping with the common, but not universal, practice of separating the NCOs from
the rank and file (Britain [HOC] 1855).

Historic documentation was of little assistance in determining the placement
of the females’ cubical. While privy plans depicting separate, but attached, female
chambers are common for Canadian military sites of this period (Figure 7), no such
drawings survive for the Fort Wellington latrine. Nonetheless, records indirectly
documenting the use of the latrine by females do exist2. Although they do not
explicitly define the central chamber as the women’s, it remains the most plausible
location.

Considering the Standing Orders of the Canadian Rifles, it is highly

unlikely that the women shared either the officers’ or the enlisted men's facilities.
Distributional analyses of the artifacts from the latrine confirm this assumption.

Artifact distributions from within the cesspit reveal localized patterning
specific to gender and marital affiliation.

Artifacts recovered from the privy deposits

associated with the central chamber point to its use by females and children. The
single most definitive class of objects employed to differentiate between males and
2

Both Paul Couture (1988) and Catherine McKenna (1995) refer to an article from the Prescott Herald dated
June, 1848, in which an incident o f desertion is described. Apparently Elizabeth Howes, the w ife o f the Com pany’s
bugler, unceremoniously left her husband one June evening. According to the article, she feigned ill several times
throughout the night. With each presumed trip to the latrine she carried som e o f her possessions with her. When
she had finally transported all that she required, she along with two other RCR men, made her escape over the
palisade and across the river to the United States.

Figure 7: Contemporary Plan Showing the Segregation of the Women’s Privy.
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A section and plan view of the officers’, men’s and women’s privies at London, Upper
Canada, dated September 26, 1840. Note the seating arrangements and degree of privacy
given to the ‘patrons’ of the latrine are similar to those employed for the RCRs at Fort
Wellington.
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females was the garment button.

Additional criteria were based on the higher

frequencies of chamber pots and child-related objects recovered from deposits of the
central cubical.

Up to and during the RCR period at Fort Wellington, buttons were
predominantly used on male garments. Female fashion dictated the use of hook and
eye fasteners or lacing rather than buttons (Davis 1994).

Understandably, the vast

majority of the buttons recovered from the latrine came from the enlisted men’s room
to the south. Of the 318 buttons obtained through excavation, only fifty-two were
from deposits associated with the central chamber (Figure 8).

The relative absence

of buttons from this room suggests its use by females and is integral to the rationale
of ascribing it as the female chamber3.

Excavation recovered only three transfer-printed Prosser buttons, equally
distributed among the hypothesized women’s, the mixed women’s/officers’, and the
enlisted men’s deposits. Since these highly decorative buttons augmented fashionable
female clothing, they are one item that we can confidently attribute to the women of

3

U sing the results o f archival research, stratigraphic matrix analysis, artifact distributions and post
excavation phasing, it was possible to segregate the latrine deposits into five distinct groupings. They are, as one
proceeds from north to south along the privy cesspit: the officers’ deposits, the officers’ and w om en’s mixed
deposits (comprising o f ten layers that could be assigned to either party), the w om en’s deposits, the w om en’s and
enlisted m en’s mixed deposits (consisting o f nine strata o f uncertain ascription), and lastly, the enlisted m en’s
deposits. These five groupings were used in all comparative analyzes between and among the latrine chambers
(see Appendix A for a listing o f the excavation units assigned to each category).

Figure 8: Buttons from The Fort Wellington Latrine.
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the garrison. Conversely, 31 of the 38 ‘male’ buttons came from the cubical used by
the enlisted men. Most of these were of a military nature and possessed regimental
insignia or markings. The remaining buttons were either one piece domed-face, or
one piece flat-faced suspender brace buttons (Davis 1994).

Other material evidence confirms the female use of the central chamber. Eight
of the ten shoes identified as female came from either the conjectured women’s or the
adjacent women’s/officers’ mixed deposits. Similarly, 75 percent of the children’s
footwear came from either the postulated women’s chamber or those associated with
the women’s/officers’ combined stratigraphic layers (Figure 9).

Such concentrations

of both female and child-related items clearly indicate that females occupied the
central chamber of the latrine during the RCRR period at Fort Wellington.

The distribution of chamber pots also supports this supposition. Ten of the 17
vessels recovered through excavation were associated with the central, females’
cubical. In addition, all but two of the chamber pots were from contexts attributed
to either women or women's/officers’ mixed deposits (Figure 10). Since the British
army never provided these vessels as barrack furnishings, this pattern takes on greater
significance.

Chamber pots, of either earthenware or pewter, were issued only to the

Figure 9: Shoes from The Fort Wellington Latrine.
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Figure 10: Chamber Pots from The Fort Wellington Latrine.
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military hospital (Great Britain [WO] 1808, 1827).

Since the Barrack master

furnished urine tubs for nocturnal use, the army considered the acquisition of chamber
pots to be of private purchase.

We have no indication that the Regiment ever

screened, or preferentially positioned, the urine tubs for privacy. Chamber pots,
therefore, were important items for families barracked at the fort. They were the
most practical facility for infants not yet old enough to straddle the 35.5 cm diameter
urine tub (McDonald 1983). Chamber pots also offered privacy and convenience to
the women of the garrison. Behind the seclusion of their partitioned bed chambers,
they could attend to nature's call without infringement upon their modesty.

The

concentration of chamber pots from the female chamber of the latrine attests to
married couples indulging in this convenience. Conversely, the single enlisted men
of the garrison appear to have invested their income elsewhere.

Through the combination of archival, architectural and archaeological research
we have a reasonable understanding of the layout of the latrine. The officers used the
northern most cubical while the enlisted men shared the communal chamber to the
south. Sandwiched between these was the women’s room. Access to each was by a
separate door. Two opened onto the parade along the west face of the structure.
They provided entry to the women's and enlisted men's compartments. The officers’
had their door on the secluded north face of the building. Even before crossing the
threshold of their privy, the officers indulged in a level of privacy not afforded the
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rank and file.

Although the enlisted men's compartment was three-times larger than either
of the females’ or officers’ rooms, a sliding window of similar dimensions supplied
ventilation to each chamber. Two windows were placed equidistant along the rear
east wall of the latrine. They provided fresh air and light to the enlisted men’s and
females’ rooms. A window on the north face ventilated the officers’ chamber.

The enlisted men's room occupied the entire southern portion of the latrine.
While the layout of the latrine allocated 65 percent of the privy to the enlisted men,
sixty-five riflemen had to share this space4. This works out to 2.58 square feet per
person. Conversely, officers received ten times the space given to the rank and file,
or 27.3 square feet per person.

Besides the allocation of space, other visual

discrepancies between the enlisted men's and the other chambers existed.

One

obvious difference was in the manner of their interior treatment. The enlisted men's
room was by far the most austere. Stoic in design, it was without beaded mill work
and decorative finish.
4

The calculations are based on the premise that 65 enlisted men were stationed at Fort W ellington at any
one time. This is the arithmetic mean o f Catherine McKenna's (1995) estimates for the number o f men garrisoned
at Prescott between 1844 and 1851. The number o f officers using the latrine was extracted from M cKenna's list
o f RCRR officers posted at Fort W ellington. Typically, one Commanding Officer and one Subaltern were at the
fort. Although, for the year 1852, two Subalterns were present (McKenna 1995:Appendix A ). The interior
dimensions o f the enlisted men's chamber were found to be 12 feet 8 inches by 13 feet 11 inches (3.68m x 4.24m ).
The officers’ cubical measured 4 feet six inches (1.38m x 3.68m ).
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Along the east wall of the chamber ran a communal privy bench that was long
enough to accommodate six men at a time. The bench was of a simple open frame
construction without partitions for privacy (Plate 11).

Lacking seats the men

precariously perched themselves over the bench. Gripping the hand rails provided to
prevent an accidental fall, they steadied themselves. Teetering above the pit, they sat,
side-by-side, their elbows and knees almost touching. Abashedly exposed and in full
view, they shared as a group their most intimate and private moments.

A urinal or trough, ran parallel to the privy bench some 8 feet (2.4m) away.
It was fastened to a partition that, save for two doorways, ran the length of the room5
(Plate 12). This interior wall separated the privy bench from the main entrance way,
creating an interior vestibule and a sense of solitude from the outside world.

The central room was reserved for the wives of the garrison. The placement

5

The presence o f a urinal is indicated in a 1845 estimate o f repairs to Fort W ellington (Carter-Edwards
1987). Amid the renovations was the cost for the replacement o f lead pipe to the urinal. Its location within the
latrine is problematic. Excavation revealed neither the remains o f the original pipe nor its substitute. An
investigation o f the extant structure met with similar results. N o tell tale marks, discolourations, nail holes, or
'silhouettes' o f any kind, were observed on the existing walls.
H ow ever conjectural, there are som e factors which help to determine the location o f the urinal. First,
it most likely fed directly into the cesspit via the enlisted m en’s chamber. Second, its placement was severely
limited by the dimensions o f its trough. Assuming it was built to accommodate the same proportion o f men as the
privy bench, a long, uninterrupted wall was required. All but a few locations can be ruled out. The most suitable
placem ent w ould be along the east face o f the interior partition. It was the only wall where a urinal could be
installed without obstructing doorways or entrances. It also had the advantage o f obscuring the view o f the urinal
from the parade. Unfortunately, the partition (and the requisite evidence) was removed during the 1927 conversion
o f the room into a work shed (Dale 1990). A s a consequence, the position o f the urinal remains an uncertainly.

Plate 11: The Open Bench of the Enlisted Men's Latrine.

View of the restored open bench of the enlisted men's latrine. Facing
south-east. Photo by J. Last. CRM Historic Sites Photo Collection,
Parks Canada, Ontario Region, RDO-1065T.

Plate 12: The Urinal in the Enlisted Men's Latrine.

View of the reconstructed urinal in the enlisted men's chamber. Photo
by J. Last. CRM Historic Sites Photo Collection, Parks Canada,
Ontario Region, RDO-1067T.
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of their chamber within the latrine is symbolic. Situated between the enlisted men's
and officers' rooms, it reflected the army's attitude toward garrison wives. Officially,
the army blurred the status of women. Regarded as something 'other', females found
themselves in a position midway between that of the rank and file and the officers.

The British army viewed females with both respect and disdain. Even during
the emergence of reform, the incorporation of women into the army met with
resistance and scrutiny. As late as 1850, Wellington wrote, "It is well known that in
all armies the Women are at least as bad, if not worse, than the men as Plunderers"
(Britt-James 1972:281).

Others voiced similar sentiments. They saw little advantage in supporting an
entourage of women and children that retarded siege trains and habitually taxed the
system. Captain Adam Wall was to write of female involvement during the Peninsula
War:

It is a most mistaken idea to suppose that women can possibly be of the
smallest use to an Army upon active service. The supposition of their
washing for the soldiers is a delusion, for washing is a comfort the
soldiers never sought, and the women never able . . . [or] inclined to
supply (Captain Adam Wall cited in Britt-James 1972:283).

Despite these attitudes, the army viewed wives as a way to mitigate the
disruption brought on by drunkenness and venereal disease (Malmgreen 1986).
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Contemporary Evangelical thought emphasized the virtues of home life as the center
for Christian values (McKenna 1995). Intricately tied to this notion was the moral
and pure character of women charged with the responsibility of child rearing and
household management. Such attitudes increased as female labour became ever more
identified with the nurturing of husband and family (Mrozowski 1984; Cayleff 1987).
The principles of this emerging 'domestic ideology' led the army to believe in the
steadying and civilizing influence of the family (McKenna 1995).

Various regimental standing orders echo the virtues of 'respectable' women
while cautioning the outcome if they fell from grace. Similar to the men, they were
subject to constant surveillance. Women were accountable for their actions. Military
regulation was a strict form of punitive moralism (Cayleff 1987). Those who failed
to live up to their revered image could be, and were, struck off the strength.

The women of the regiment are expected when they appear out to be
clean and respectable, and regular in their attendance at their
respective places of religious worship on Sundays (Great Britain [WO]
1841:52).
Whilst every exertion will be made towards rendering the respectable
women, and particularly the wives of Serjeants, as comfortable as
circumstances will permit, those, on the other hand, who are ill
conducted, can never be allowed to enter the barracks (Great Britain
[WO] 1835:148).
As the Commanding Officer insists on the Soldiers treating the women
of the Regiment with that respectful deference which is due from man
to the female sex, the men have a right to expect that the women will
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contribute towards the happiness of their husbands, and promote the
comfort of their husbands' brother soldiers by never deviating from
that line of moral conduct and feminine gentleness, which are
indispensable to the character of a good woman (Great Britain [WO]
1835:148).

The arrangement of the female latrine reflects this philosophy. Unlike the
enlisted men's facilities, the army gave the wives some manner of comfort befitting
the 'respectful deference' they deserved. With tinted walls and beaded woodwork,
the female chamber symbolically spoke of this gesture. The installation of a sociable
'two-seater' bench allowed a degree of privacy foreign to the men's chamber (Plate
13). Completely enclosed with pine, the bench was appropriately finished with
ploughed and tongued wrought lumber (Carter-Edwards 1987). Additionally, the
presence of actual toilet seats was an element of luxury absent from the enlisted men's
latrine. They permitted the women to attend to their necessities without having to
perform a balancing act above the soil pit.

The existence of a 'two-seater' bench, while a logistical requirement, was also
a socially significant element. Contemporary works on home management reinforced
the link between women and the domestic realm (Beecher 1847). Women had full
charge of family welfare, including the moral and physical management of infancy.
They were providers to the sick, and the guardians of family hygiene. Combined with
this was the responsibility for toilet-training the young. The men's participation in

Plate 13: 'Two-seater' Bench in the Women's Chamber.

Reconstructed 'two seater' bench in the women's chamber of the
latrine. Photo by J. Last. CRM Historic Sites Photo Collection, Parks
Canada, Ontario Region, RDO-1068T.
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this endeavour, then as today, appears small.

...Not only are women assumed to have the responsibility, [of toilettraining the young] they are also assumed not to experience the same
repugnance: women are presumed to have greater tolerance for the
same smells and mess (Perin 1988:189).

The toilet, its cleaning, and associated activities were clearly apart of the
female domain. While references to nineteenth century toilet-training are rare, those
that mention the subject stress the importance of swift and early training. All "atoms
of violent poison and dangerous decay " (Wright 1879:126) were to be rapidly
expelled from the body and expeditiously removed from the family dwelling.

... it is necessary to be aware of the highly noxious influence exercised
by animal matter which has already served its purpose, and is retained
in the system contrary to the intentions of Nature . . . If they are not
duly relieved, the more fluid portion of their contents is absorbed once
more into the system . . . (Combe 1841:131-132).

Regularity was important:

... it was long, and still is, the practice with many nurses to refuse the
breast till after a purgative has been administered to the child by way
of preparing its stomach and bowels for the reception of mother's milk
(Combe 1841:193).
Greasing the navel, bowels, and up and down the spine, at night before
going to bed, promote regular action of the bowels, and cures
constipation. If injections are necessary for babies, warm water with
a very little pure soap dissolved in it is better than inserting a piece of
hard soap, as is often done. Small syringes with flexible tubes, are
now made, and are much safer than the old form of syringe (Buckeye
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Publishing Company 1883:546).

Although initial toilet-training employed chamber pots, toddlers required
guidance and assistance during their transition to the privy. Women maintained their
supervisory role throughout this conversion.

The 'two-seater' permitted them to

attend to the young in a way that was impractical within the men's latrine.

The

concentration of child-related artifacts found within the deposits of the women’s
cubical supports this assumption (Figure 11).

Miniature toy dishes, infant shoes, pharmaceutical bottles of Winslow's
Soothing Syrup, and many slate fragments and pencils constitute a part of the ‘child’
assemblage (Davis 1994; Dunning 1994; Sullivan 1994; Sussman 1994). The presence
of slates and pencils underscore the importance that the Regiment placed on child
education. Regardless of gender, the army expected all children between the ages of
four and fourteen to attend the Regimental School.

While the quantity of child-

related objects is small for the number of children at the fort, they nonetheless suggest
that children, both boys and girls alike, frequented the women's chamber.

Given that the open bench of the enlisted men was too high and far too
dangerous for a young child to use, toddlers would have preferred the comfort of
chamber pots or their mother’s privy. In all likelihood, the boys graduated to the

Figure 11. Children-Related Items from The Fort Wellington
Latrine.
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enlisted men's facilities when they could balance themselves safely above the pit like
their fathers. Although it is possible that fathers took the time to help their young
sons, child rearing was a female responsibility. When a soldier with dependents
became a widower, the army struck his children ‘off the strength’ soon there after.
The army believed that a soldier could not adequately raise a family on his own. For
that reason, motherless children were better off in the care of friends or relatives
than with their father (Couture 1988). In the eyes of the army, a rifleman was first
a soldier, then a father to his family.

Segregated facilities were another issue that received strong debate within the
British army. Although separate necessities appear as early as 1739 (Wright 1984),
it was the Victorian distinction of gender that instigated segregated latrines.
Femininity became charged with meaning.

Based on morality and modesty, it

required physical separation of the sexes during private activities. Both cultural and
biological factors became the driving force behind the need to provide separate
quarters and facilities (Yates 1993).

Women had begun to live under the shadow of their reproductive organs.
Many maintained that the womb exercised considerable control over the entire female
system.

From this grew a new order, a class system legitimized on biological

grounds.

Society saw women as physiologically and intellectually frail (Cayleff
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1987).

Consequently, their domain shifted from the spheres of economics and

productivity to the home and family (Mrozowski 1984). Women became the primary
caretakers of others and adopted the role of purveying moral order. Along with this
came separation:

between 1820 and 1860 . . . a sharp division between male and
female work roles relegated middle-and upper-class women almost
exclusively to the domestic sphere and attributed to them a romantic
and moral character . . . Expectations of proper female behaviour
increasingly emphasized serving as a counterbalance to the
competitive, individualist, and achievement-oriented world of public
(Cayleff 1987:9).

Within the army, discussions arose over the detrimental effects of shared
accommodation. Many viewed the communal barracking of married women with
single men as a regrettable circumstance of military life. In 1855 the Committee on
Barrack Accommodation recommended that, " . . . every married couple should be
provided with a separate room, that their quarters should be apart of the barrack
distinct and separate from the quarters of the unmarried men" (Great Britain [HOC]
1855:iv). The Committee also repeated the importance of separate female latrines,
although it had become common practice by the 1830s.

At Fort Wellington, the divisions of the latrine were a physical manifestation
of these values. The latrine became ritual space with its notions of difference and
deference (Johnson 1993).

Regulation strictly enforced this segregation.

The
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Standing Orders of the Royal Canadian Rifles denied men access to the female
chamber.

Even during fatigue duty, males were forbidden to enter the women's

latrine (Great Britain [WO] 1861).

Besides regulations, the physical layout of the chamber also ensured a degree
of privacy rarely encountered by the men of the garrison. In essence, the female
compartment was a room within a room. Unlike the enlisted men's portion of the
latrine, the women's chamber had an associated vestibule.
antechamber that one passed to attend the female loo.

It was through this

Acting as an expanded

threshold, it provided a buffer between the business of the latrine and the activities on
the parade. The vestibule offered to the women a level of privacy never experienced
by their husbands or the single men of the garrison.

Why the British army instigated segregation within latrines ahead of separation
within the barracks is open to speculation. The RCRR attempted to segregate sleeping
accommodation either by lodging the couples on a separate floor or by providing
nocturnal screens. At Fort Wellington, a question arises over the means and degree
of privacy given to the wives within the barracks. However, when it came to the
issue of the latrine, there is no doubt that the army provisioned women with their own
private privy chamber at Fort Wellington.

Did the threat of contamination by

feminine bodily fluids have a role to play in furnishing separate facilities? Did the
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army believe that female emissions could jeopardize the symbolic body of the group?

Societies possessing a strong group/strong grid organization typically fear
pollutants. Nineteenth century medical thought asserted that women's disorders
emanated from the womb.

Up to the 1850s, medical practice used allopathic

treatments, such as bloodletting and purging, to cure feminine problems. They shared
a singular goal.

Doctors employed these and other treatments to evacuate the body

of its "'ill humors' and restore a balance of elements by removing putrid matter from
the system" (Cayleff 1987:2).

Traditionally, these fluids were to be avoided at all

costs. Even today, we imbue them with mystical powers that often inhibit sexual
intercourse during menstruation (Perin 1988). Is it possible that a separate female
chamber

was

a

ethnographically?

subliminal

extension

of the

menstruation

hut

observed

Avoidances of this nature are based upon a cultural fear of

defilement rather than bacteriological deterrent (Douglas 1966; McLaughlin 1971).

Between the officers and the rank and file there was another reason for
separation. It signified difference. The officers were separate and aloof: their privy
was the same. As a positional marker, it signified power and prestige. The officers
occupied the northernmost portion of the building. Physically joined but socially
apart, their latrine faced north toward the cook house. It possessed its own door and
encompassed an entire face of the privy.

Officers had a key to their latrine (Great Britain [WO] 1827). Unlike the
enlisted men, they maintained control over their chamber and symbolically over their
domain.
women's.

In size, layout and treatment, their latrine was similar to that of the
The only exception was in the privacy afforded.

While on occasion

women shared their chamber, the officers’ cubical was entirely private containing but
one 'single-seater' (Plate 14).

This degree in privacy was significant.

Along with the transition from

portable features to permanent bathrooms came a desire for privacy (Adams 1992).
One’s individuality demanded separate and private space for intimate activities. By
the time the Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment occupied Fort Wellington, these had
become well-entrenched values.

Catherine Beecher (1847), writing about home

economy, insisted that each house required separate areas for family social life,
personal privacy and household production. Privacy was a positional commodity:

...our Western culture has also laid great stress upon the importance
of the individual and upon self-expression. Basic, however, to the
development, and the maintenance, of a strong personal identity is
privacy, both in a conceptual as well as an operational sense. In its
simplest form it involves "aloneness", or freedom from the presence
and demands of others. It also, however, involves the concept of
possession - a "mineness" - of time, space, property, each of which
serve as a measure of our uniqueness and our self-expression (Kira
1966:94).

Privacy sustains a sense of self, without it one’s identity is reduced. Although

Plate 14: The ‘Single-seater’ Bench in the Officers’ Chamber.
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The restored ‘single-seater’ bench in the officers’ chamber. Photo by
J. Last. CRM Historic Sites Photo Collection, Parks Canada, Ontario
Region, RDO-1070T.
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not well articulated, the British army acutely recognized this causal relationship. With
privacy came self respect (Great Britain [HOC] 1855). Depriving the enlisted men
of their privacy neutralized their sense of uniqueness and stripped them of their
individuality. With their identity forsaken, they became one with the group.

This remolding of the individual was ever more effective due to the theatre in
which it was staged. The latrine was unique in that served a basic bodily function.
The process of elimination is an intimate and an emotive activity.

It is often

associated with anxiety, disgust and shame, often brought on by toilet-training. "The
record of this training will be found in no man's autobiography, and yet the fate of
the man may be deeply influenced and colored by it" (Perin 1988:184).

It is unfortunate that false modesty also places a heavy burden upon
our intestinal functions. From early childhood we are taught to see
excretory functions of the body something debasing and evil. Instead
of considering them in the same natural way that we think of eating,
drinking, and sleeping, we come to regard them with a sense of shame
and guilt. Many people with rectal trouble or constipation defer
consultation with a physician because the disorders pertain to the
"unmentionables" . . . anyone who has ever had to provide a urine
specimen can testily, modesty and privacy play a big role in our ability
to perform (Kira 1966:56).

Males, more so than females, find toilet-training a difficult process. Boys
require more time to learn bladder and bowel control than girls. They therefore run
the risk of bearing more parental displeasure than females. Along with this come the
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associated subliminal, esteem-deflating feelings. With each passing day, lessens are
renewed.

Much is at stake.

If unsuccessful, parents repeat their display of

frustration thus causing feelings of insecurity to increase (Perin 1988).

It is not surprising, then, that males view the act of defecation as a very
personal and intimate act. Some in fact rely on privacy as an effective triggering
mechanism for elimination processes (Kira 1966). When deprived of privacy they are
placed in a very vulnerable position. Exposed, they are ready for transformation.

Another aspect of the latrine is worthy of mention. While the officers’ and
females’ chambers had enclosed benches and closely fitting seats, the enlisted men's
did not.

Being an open bench, the enlisted men had to rely on the deodorizing

abilities of lime and ash to control the disagreeable odours of the cesspit. Ample
archaeological evidence exists for their use6. However, it would have been neigh
impossible to arrest the stench emanating from an open bench some 14 feet long and
1 foot 8 inches wide (4.25m x 0.51m).

This has significant implications, for odours amplified the power of the privy.
They helped to construct group identity at the expense of the individual.

By

6

M ore than 42 discrete layers o f lime, ash, sand and cobbel have been identified as sanitizing deposits
within the strata associated with the RCRR occupation.
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regenerating feelings associated with the process of elimination, odours aided in
diminishing the men's feeling of self worth.

...the profound role which smells can have in evoking memory cannot
be denied. It may be that what is evoked is not memories in the
chronological sense but an emotion. It is the state of mind of one's
childhood or past which is suddenly and temporarily regenerated with
all its beliefs, fears, and lack of experience.
Do the practicalities of daily bowel and bladder functions summon [this
state of mind]? Are the odors of body wastes, feces especially,
continual "regenerators" for these buried metaphysical issues,
inextricably cultural and emotional (Perin 1988:207)?

Space, comfort, privacy and odour, were all very tangible elements of the
latrine. Each worked in concert to awaken the senses to the social realities of the
British army. More than fulfilling the function of a physical need, the latrine was an
active agent in maintaining hierarchy and establishing group identity. With every call
to nature, the lot of the soldier was told and retold. The latrine, then, represents the
very fabric of garrison life. It was an integral part of the story, with its tales of
privacy and privilege, of regimentation and communal life.

CHAPTER 4
DUNG AS FOUL MATTER

The Fort Wellington latrine is more than just a privy. It is a material manifestation
of a way of life. What the British army constructed in wood was a reflection of a
society, a collective representation of the Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment.

Daily,

men perched themselves above an open cesspit, hands firmly gripping the bench rungs
worn with use.

There they sat, elbow to elbow, pants about their ankles. In silence

or in conversation, they attended to their necessities, unaware of how the activity
joined them together.

For a strong-group/strong-grid social organization such as the Royal Canadian
Rifles, boundaries were important.

Distinctions that linked the men and separated

outsiders were crucial to the symbolic well being of the Regiment.

Through

necessity, the RCRs succinctly defined and rigidly enforced notions of ‘them/us’ and
‘inside/outside’. These ideas were imbued in the notion of the ‘body’ as a symbol of
their society.

The symbolic use of the body is an interesting aspect of strong-group/strong109
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grid organizations. Although well bounded, and encased within a protective envelope,
the body has inherent weaknesses. Our body’s orifices are vulnerable, unguarded and
penetrable. They allow a means for defilement from within and contamination from
without. As such, they present a threat to the body in the same way that internal and
external forces put a group's interest at danger. The body is a microcosm of social
structure. "What is being carved in flesh is an image of society" (Douglas 1966:139).

To the Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment, the body symbolized the group. The
garrison viewed threats to the well being of the body as symbolically jeopardizing the
health of the regiment as a whole. This is evident in the pages of the Fort Wellington
Hospital Register. This document provides a daily account of the RCRs admitted to
the hospital during their posting at Fort Wellington (Duffin 1994).

In detail it

describes the illness, diagnosis, and treatment of those under medical care.
Throughout the register, records show a preoccupation with the digestive tract. The
medical officers dully noted any irregularity. While the common cold (catarrh actus)
and inflammations of the throat (cynanche tonsillararus) were the most frequent
diagnoses made, physicians commonly solicited questions about the patient’s bowel
movement. The medical officers thus viewed digestive problems as a sort of oracle
providing insights for diagnosis and treatment:

For all four practitioners [at Fort Wellington] the most frequently
mentioned parameters of well being were the skin, the tongue, the

Ill

bowels and the pulse . . . "Confined" bowels were a sign of trouble
and most of the patients admitted were treated with cathartics or
purgatives, even if they had not complained of bowel problems (Duffin
1994:17).

Throughout worlds past, societies have viewed body wastes as symbols of both
the sacred and the profane (Bourke 1891). In Western belief, excreta are considered
vile and debased, possessing deviant powers that pollute and contaminate. Both the
material and the act of defecation spawn feelings of angst and disgust.

Anxious

reactions arise not only from the substance itself but from the confusion that
excrement creates.

It is internal matter turned inside out. By leaving the boundaries

of the body, excrement enters a transitional state that defies classification and disrupts
order. As an agent of disorder, we mistrust it and view it with caution.

Materials that confuse and disorient often confront the physical self. They
challenge the margins between subject and object.

Jean-Paul Sartre evokes such

awareness when describing a child's tactile experience with honey:

An infant, plunging its hands into a ja r of honey, is instantly involved
in contemplating the formal properties of solids and liquids and the
essential relation between the subjective experiencing self and the
experienced world. The viscous state is a state half-way between solid
and liquid . . . It is unstable, but it does not flow. It is soft, yielding
and compressible. There is no gliding on its surface. Its stickiness is
a trap, it clings like a leech, it attacks the boundary between myself
and it. Long columns falling off my fingers suggest my own substance
flowing into the pool of stickiness (Sartre cited in Douglas 1966:51).
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A similar event occurs during the early stages of toilet-training. For an infant,
faecal matter is not an alien by-product. It is but an extension of self. "To small
children [seeing excrement flushed away] is as disturbing as if they saw their own arm
being sucked down the toilet" (Spock and Rothenberg 1992:460). Through a socially
defined period of training, children distance themselves from the products of their
bodies. They must arouse a constellation of feelings that will influence their excretory
behaviour for the remainder of their lives.

They learn disgust and revulsion.

Through such feelings they succumb to repression, denying that which is theirs. In
learning their culture's acceptable technique for the process of elimination, they
become socialized:

On pain of losing the parent's love . . . the child must learn to attach
anxiety to all the cues produced by excretory materials - to their sight,
smell, and touch. It must learn to deposit feces and urine only in a
prescribed and secret place and to clean its body. It must later learn
to suppress unnecessary verbal reference to these matters, so that,
except for joking references this subject matter is closed out and
excluded from social reference for life (Dollard and Miller 1966:137).

With their initial feelings toward excreta suppressed, they remove all vestiges of the
process from social exchange.

A review of the Standing Orders for several regiments (Great Britain [WO]
1835, 1841, 1861), provide some general details about the process of elimination and
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privy maintenance. Each refers to the nocturnal use of urine tubs within the barracks
(Plate 15). It was the duty of the orderly to remove the urine tub from the barracks
every morning. Once emptied, it was left to stand half filled with water. By retreat,
the orderly charged the tub with fresh water and returned it for night use. The
Standing Orders also stress the importance of cleaning and deodorizing privies and
drains. By keeping them 'sweet', the medical officers believed that they could arrest
the effects of the unpleasant and harmful effluvia. This is in keeping with the then
popular miasmatic view of disease transmission. The elimination of 'foul air' meant
the elimination of sickness (Godfrey 1968; Rybczynski 1986).

The investigations of the Fort Wellington latrine revealed many sanitizing
layers interspersed throughout the RCRs’ deposits of the latrine. More than forty-two
layers of ash, lime and sand found their way into the cesspit as deodorizing agents.
Such materials have a long tradition on military sites (Lenik 1987). During the warm
summer months, soil was often used. However, when the ground became frozen, ash
and lime became the typical deodorizers. 1

As a strong group/strong grid social organization, the Regiment attempted to
protect its symbolic body against external threats.

In a gesture to safeguard against

i
While the RCRs employed both techniques to prohibit odours and combat the effects o f the “poisonous
air “ (Raible 1992), archaeological investigation could not discern patterns o f seasonality for this activity.

Plate 15: Urine Tub.

A reproduction of a urine tub now on display at Fort Malden and Fort Wellington
National Historic Sites. Photo by J. Last. CRM Historic Sites Photo Collection, Parks
Canada, Ontario Region, RDO-1073T.
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dangers from ‘without’, the RCRs sealed the accumulated waste of the earlier
occupations under several layers of lime and ash (Plate 16). In fact, the purest and
thickest deodorizing deposits recovered from the privy date to the Regiment’s initial
arrival. With this ‘barrier’ in place, the garrison ensured the symbolic ‘rear guard’ of
the Regiment.

Regimental instructions explicitly outline the procedures for refuse disposal.
The Standing Orders of the Royal Canadian Rifles state that all chamber slops were
to be emptied into the privy (Great Britain [WO] 1861).

Orderlies and parade

sweepers were to discard all ashes and sweepings in designated places other than the
privy or the drains (Great Britain [WO] 1861). If infractions to the rules occurred,
the Orderly Room Clerk recorded them in the regimental Slop Defaulter Book (Great
Britain [WO] 1835).

According to the Standing Orders, the army made clear distinctions between
’wet' and 'dry' refuse. This was as much a symbolic classification as a practical one.
Dangerous material often loses its power when dehydrated. Witness the aversion to
'smoldering' cow dung but the delight it can provide young country boys when
desiccated to a 'frisbee' state. Human waste is the same. Fresh matter is dangerous.
Nevertheless, once dried and transformed into 'poudrette', it becomes a valuable and
costly fertilizer (Roberts and Barret 1984; Geismar 1993).

Plate 16: Deodorizing Layers Within the Fort Wellington Latrine.

Detail of ash layers within excavation unit 2H52F. Layers 57 and 79
(the light-grey deposits running horizontally across the photo),
represent two of the thickest ash layers. The tags seen throughout the
profile indicate discrete deposits within the latrine. Photo by J. Last.
CRM Historic Sites Photo Collection, Parks Canada, Ontario Region,
2H-1508T.
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Contemporary miasmatic theory also influenced the British army’s concern
over excessive dampness. Many medical practitioners shared the notion that moisture
was the vehicle for disease:

Many delicate children suffer severely from being habitually exposed
to the damp arising from a newly washed floor . . . (Combe
1841:169).

The Standing Orders contain many references alluding to the dangers of moisture.
Some limit the uses of water during barrack cleaning (Great Britain [WO] 1837),
while others specifically denounce the “pernicious custom of washing floors” (Great
Britain [WO] 1835:25).

In exacting detail, The Standing Orders of the Royal Canadian Rifles cover
all aspects of garrison life and duties. Few citations, however, refer to the processes
of elimination (Great Britain [WO] 1861). The instructions make more mention to the
way of folding one's bed than to the cleaning and deodorizing of the privy. This is
not surprising. For centuries, we have hidden our need to expel body wastes. "Body
processes and products, as well as the objects associated with them, similarly have
been invested with powerful and deep-seated attitudes" (Kira 1966:1).
unmentionable yet absolute.

They are
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The socialization of the digestive system is total: public, social, and
highly valued, eating together is construed as a major sign of
belonging; excreting remains the most isolated and socially
unspeakable of our private acts, signalling not only the civility we
prize but shame, repulsion, taboos, embarrassment, and denial as well
(Perin 1988:177).

We harbour views toward bodily functions that go far beyond our avoidance
of pathological disease. Toilet-training is our 'first right of passage'. It is part of a
civilizing process that separates us from other species (Perin 1988). For some, it is
considered a major facet of what we have become: a symbolic and moral socializing
agent.

As summarized by Reynolds (1976:3), "civilized behaviour begins in the

bowels." Yet has this always been the case?

Records are mute on this issue and say little about the emic impressions of
bodily functions. The very absence of documentation tells us much about past and
present attitudes toward defecation. As the term suggests, 'privy' connotes a sense
of seclusion and solitude. An early middle-English word, it is a derivative of the
Latin privatus meaning apart, retired, secret and not publicly known (Lambton
1978:7).

Discussions concerning the process of elimination and the methods and effects
of toilet-training are entirely 20th century phenomena. Before Freud's work on the
development of 'psychic dams' and the 'Superego', ethnographic studies mention them
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only as exotic curiosities. Captain Bourke's (1891) treatise, entitled Scatologic Rites
of All Nations, is an exception.

Whatever the period, we have commonly masked, if not denied, the process
of defecation. Many of our present euphemisms regarding the toilet emerged during
the Victorian period. However, the use of the term 'the John' dates to at least 1735.
In that year Harvard University issued a regulation stating, "[n]o Freshman shall go
into the Fellow's John" (Reyburn 1969:75).

Earlier examples include the Medieval

equivalents for the privy: the necessary and garderobe.

As indicated by these

euphemisms, our hesitancy to discuss bodily functions, or even grant their existence,
has a long tradition (Reynolds 1976).

The concern for privacy, especially during one's daily constitution, began to
emerge during the 18th century (Rybczynski 1986). By 1855, privacy within the
army had become an issue.

The term privy acquired subtle, yet important,

distinctions. When asked about the presence of privies at Salford, Colour-Sergeant
Reyolds replied to the Official Committee on Barrack Accommodation:

They have the ordinary privies. It is not a privy, because it is public.
It is quite an open place, where one man is exposed to another; they
all sit side by side (Great Britain [HOC] 1855:90).

This was the situation at Fort Wellington as it was almost everywhere else in the
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army. By mid-century, however, reformers were questioning the effects of depriving
the rank and file of privacy during such intimate and personal moments. LieutenantColonel Jebb commented during the same Commission that:

...not many years ago the construction was such as could not fail to
disgust as well as to demoralize and destroy the self-respect of the
men. It is necessary, with a view to raise the self-respect of men, to
attend to such things they may appear trifling, but are really very
important. Each privy should be divided, and this can be done very
economically by corrugated iron (Great Britain [HOC] 1855:106).

Although reform was in the air, it did not affect the Fort Wellington latrine.
The RCRs made no modifications to the privy during their occupation of the site. In
fact, very little advancement in waste management had occurred within the British
army before the Crimean War.

As a conservative institution it rarely adopted

innovative technology, preferring to wait until the private sector had shown the merits
of a new product.

The simplest privy then employed by the military was a pit-less system. Its
principal element was a privy seat suspended over a moat or cliff face.

Often

employed in coastal installations, nature was left to perform the flushing and cleansing
activity. This technique was common in urban areas where privies projected over city
streets or rivers. It was also used in early castle constructions (Gies and Gies 1974)
and later became a common element of coastal fortifications throughout the British
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empire.

The Royal Engineers employed the design at all major maritime

establishments. From Shirley Heights, Antigua (Jane 1982) to the Landward Fort of
Castle Island, Bermuda (Harris 1987), this minimalist, gravity-feed design prevailed.

Such methods were still common in Kingston, Canada West, as late as 1862.
At Fort Henry the latrines "project[edj into the arm of the lake by which the contents
[were] received and flushed away" (Great Britain, Army Medical Department [AMD]
1864:381).

Similarly, a brackish stream serviced the latrines at Molson's Cottage,

Montreal. Passing beneath the superstructures, the slow-moving stream lethargically
transported the waste matter away (Great Britain [AMD] 1864:397).

Other systems employed water from surface drains and cisterns to flush and
to carry away faecal matter. Examples can be found at Brimstone, St. Kitts, where
the entire parade acted as a catch basin for a 100,000 gallon cistern (Smith 1990).
The army used a more modest design at the Toronto Barracks where surface drainage
cleansed both the latrines and urinals (Great Britain [AMD] 1864). Many domestic
privies of 19th century were never intended to be cleaned. Once full, a new pit was
excavated and either the original or a new superstructure was placed above it. This
occurred on some British military sites such as Butler's Barracks, Canada West.
There, pits where simply filled and abandoned (Last 1985).
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The development of sanitary technology and waste management took hold in
the third quarter of the eighteenth century (Lambton 1978; Gladstone Pottery Museum
[GPM] 1981; Wright 1984). During this period much innovation occurred. Attention
focused on alternative designs for the toilet, the flushing mechanism, and the
associated means of waste disposal.

While details differed, the principal goals

remained the same: to confine and remove body wastes.

Containment was no longer the sole issue. Early in the 19th century a problem
arose over the sheer volume of faecal matter accumulating in and about North
American cities. As their latrines and privy vaults began to overflow some looked
to alternative methods of disposal.

... nearly all urban households . . . discharged their wastes upon the
land adjoining their dwellings and shops, principally within the
confines of the private lot but also into the streets, especially in areas
where little yard space existed (Peterson 1983:15).

Early in the 1830s, the state of New York incorporated laws that rigorously controlled
the management of human waste (Geismar 1993). Many cities throughout North
American followed suit by establishing ordinances defining the appropriate means of
containment, removal and transport of ‘night soil’. While the public viewed human
waste with some concern, the potential health hazards posed by ‘noxious vapours’ and
'foul air' also troubled them. All means of disposal, therefore, had to reduce contact
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with the ‘nuisance’ and guarantee effective and safe containment during transport
(Hellyer 1891).

The initiation of local water-borne sewage systems during the 1840s greatly
reduced the need for hand cleaning and limited the necessity for transport (Peterson
1983). However, with this new technology came other demands. The introduction
of wash-down syphonic closets ushered in a new set of criteria: the entire process of
elimination had to be both safe and silent (Reyburn 1969; Rybczynski 1986). The
technological focus changed from nullifying the dangers of human waste, to masking
the process of elimination.

During the RCRs’ occupation of Fort Wellington, two water closet (W.C.)
designs were popular: the pan and the hopper-closet ([GPM] 1981; Wright 1984).
William Law introduced the pan-closet in 1779.

It consisted of a tin or an

earthenware basin closed at its base by a hinged pan (Figure 12). Filled with water,
the pan acted as a shallow water reservoir. By tripping a lever, the pan discharged
both waste and water into a lower cast-iron container connected to the soil-pipe
(Godfrey 1968; Palmer 1973). Variants of this form persisted to the last quarter of
the nineteenth century. The pan-closet was an inefficient design for it trapped both
matter and odour, causing their universal condemnation (Stone 1979).
disgustingly noted their failing:

Hellyer

Figure 12: The Pan-Closet.

Sectional drawings of the pan-closet dating to 1852. Source:
Palmer 1973:36; [GPM] 1981:7).
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The amount of dried excrement which can be cleaned out of the
container of an old pan-closet, when it is 'taken up to be sweetened’,
is about 2 lbs., as an average (Hellyer 1891:200).

The hopper-closet was a nonmechanical W.C. that did away with the fouling
mechanism of the pan-closet (Figure 13). It consisted of a simple cone-shaped basin,
made of either ceramic or iron, that emptied straight into a S-trapped soil-pipe
(Lambton 1978). Flushing was achieved by the spiralling action of water into the
basin. Perhaps because of its simplistic design, the hopper-closet became the domain
of the domestics and working class (Palmer 1973). Victorian houses often had a pan
closet for the gentry and a hopper for the servants.

This apparent dichotomy may have been the result of a division in labour.
Located on bedroom floors, hopper-closets were used exclusively by house maids for
the emptying of slops and other disagreeable material. The Victorian practice of
throwing slops into water closets caused no end of trouble due to clogging.
Eventually this lead to the incorporation of slop sinks into W.C. design (Eassie 1874;
Hellyer 1891).

The activity of throwing everything imaginable down the loo, or into the
streets was not new. McLaughlin provides this view of early, eighteenth-century
London:

Figure 13: The Hopper-Closet.

Illustrations showing the profile and sectional view of the ‘long’
hopper-closet circa 1852. Source: Palmer 1973:40; [GPM]
1981:8).
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Not only chamber-pots were emptied into the streets, although there
were enough of these. Offal from butcher's slaughter-houses, waste
from tanneries, trimmings from vegetables and meat, fish heads, eel
skins, and any food which had decayed too far even for those robust
stomachs, all was shot into the kennel, the gutter that ran down the
middle of each street. Unless a scavenger found some part of the
rubbish useful, it might lie there for days, rotting, until rain came to
carry it away, or at least transfer it from one street to another
(McLaughlin 1971:100).

Thus, the association of organic waste and excrement has long been with us. The
practice of heaping the two onto the streets persisted well into the nineteenth century.
In Exeter and Nottingham, kitchen slops and chamber vessels were regularly emptied,
indiscreetly, into open street gutters or over grated sewers until the 1830s (Palmer
1973).

Similar images can be found through Europe and North America. In 1832,

Francis Collins was to write about York, Upper Canada:

It is really astonishing how the magistrates can allow the horrible
nuisance which now appears . . . All the fifth of the town - dead
horses, dogs, cats, manure, etc. heaped up together on the ice to drop
down in a few days, into the water which is used by almost all
inhabitants on the Bay shore (Collins cited in Raible 1992:46).

The association of rotting organic matter and body wastes is an interesting one.
As a receptacle for excrement, the privy took on the role of a purifier. Later the
water closet took on the same persona. Its function defied belief. The toilet is "[a]
mythical monster which swallows up anything horrible we wish to be rid of" (Kira
1966:54). Every tainted object, similarly classified, is dealt within the same way.
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It was this trait that persuaded the British army to delay the introduction of W.C. s into
the army. When asked about substituting W.C.s for privies, Captain White replied
to the Committee on Barrack Accommodation:

Certainly not. Even with flushed privies the troops throw down all
sorts of things, and put them out of order. I require them to clean
them out themselves when they complain, and it is found that they
have been throwing all sorts of things into them; I say to them "It is
not right that the public should pay the expense; you must do it
yourselves." And they take out a great quantity of old shoes and
boots, and brushes, and tins, and sticks, and all sorts of things (Great
Britain [HOC] 1855:19).

The RCRs practiced similar discard activities at Fort Wellington. The
latrine contained uncommon amounts of refuse. An excavated sample, representing
60 percent of the cesspit, yielded nearly 19,000 artifacts (Plate 17). From the elevenyear RCRR occupation came a great number of objects representing an astonishing
array of personal items and activities (Table 5). An excavated volume of 4.65 cubic
metres contained 739 ceramic tableware pieces, 45 items of cutlery, and 11 ceramic
decorative articles for the table2. Ornamental pieces included six figurines and a
jardiniere. Excavations also recovered 53 stoneware storage containers and 52 coarse
earthenware vessels. More than 350 glass or toiletry items came from the RCRR
deposits. In addition, investigations uncovered 17 chamber pots. An unexpected v
quantity of clothing related objects were also found. They included 318 buttons, 46 \
2

The quantities listed here for tableware, containers, and toiletry items, in ceramic, metal or glass,
represent minimal object counts not sherd or fragment counts.

Plate 17: The Density of Refuse Within the Fort Wellington Latrine.

Detail of refuse deposit within the enlisted men's latrine showing the
array of material found in excavation unit 2H52E32. Photo by A.
Feast. In detail CRM Historic Sites Photo Collection, Parks Canada,
Ontario Region, 2H1337T.

Table 5: Frequency of Artifacts from the Fort Wellington Latrine
by Activity By Group*

Activity Group

Quantity

Percentage
o f Total

Food Preparation\ Consumption

7,776

15.03%

Architectural

1,830

3.54%

Furnishings

155

0.30%

Arms and Military Related

203

0.39%

Clothing Group

982

1.90%

Personal Group

38

0.07%

MedicinaFHygiene

615

1.19%

Domestic Activities

139

0.27%

Other Activities (writing, fishing
etc)

106

0.20%

Smoking Activities

2,419

4.68%

Unassigned Material
(Miscellaneous Hardware and
material)

3,751

7.25%

Faunal (including fish bone)
Other Miscellaneous (samples etc)
TOTAL

33,719
8
51,741

65.17%
0.02%
100.00%

* Quantities are sherd counts not minimum vessel counts and are
derived from artifact inventory sheets prepared by Suzanne
Plousos . Only artifacts attributed to the RCR use o f the latrine
are listed.
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fasteners, nearly 6000 fragments of fabric, and 212 identifiable shoe, boot and slipper
parts. Twenty-three children's plates and miniatures, 11 marbles and 28 slate pencils
and tablet fragments were also unearthed during excavation.

All this material is exclusive of the 33,719 flora and faunal remains3 found
liberally deposited throughout the latrine. It is no wonder then, that in reply to the
Commission's question, "In the habitual use of water-closets, do you find that the
men, either from mischief or from any other cause, put things down, and so choke
them up?", Captain White retorted, "Constantly" (Great Britain [HOC] 1855:19).

Although the Standing Orders of the Royal Canadian Rifles restricted the use
of the privy as a receptacle for garbage, the garrison apparently ignored this order
on a daily basis. Besides the sanctioned deposition of chamber slops, the garrison
discarded a whole range of material down the loo. Throwing refuse from the barracks
into the cesspit was often more convenient than transporting it to authorized middens

3

Anne Rick (1993) identified all but 0 .5 percent o f the faunal collection to the level o f class. Mammals
make up the greatest portion o f the faunal material, accounting for 73 percent o f the 11,576 faunal elements
analyzed. Cow, caprine (sheep and goat) and pig are the most prevalent o f the eleven mammalian taxa, with cow
being the dominant domestic species identified. Fish made up 22.3% o f the latrine faunal remains. M ore than
seventeen identifiable taxa are represented and include: cod, haddock, Atlantic herring, eel, bullhead, catfish, bass,
perch and walleye. Four percent o f the assemblage consists o f bird elements. At least sixteen species are present
and include wild (geese, ducks and passenger pigeon) as well as domestic varieties (chicken, turkey, domestic goose
and pigeon).
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beyond the fort4. However, the frequency of this activity could not have escaped the
eyes of the Officers’ and NCO’s. Their tolerance of the offense suggests that other
mechanisms were at play.

While one can argue that the RCRs deposited much of the material into the
latrine through sheer laziness, their notion of pollution guided this activity.

A

comparison of depositional patterns from other contexts about the fort reveal that the
RCRs classified organic matter as a potential threat to their well being. Accordingly,
they disposed of organic substances liable to rot and to putrefy in ways similar to
other polluting material.

An analysis of the percentage of organic to inorganic material discarded
throughout Fort Wellington shows a strong desire to remove the offending substances
from public areas. Sheet scatter from the parade contained only 18% organic matter.
This is similar to the percentage of faunal recovered from the drain servicing the
blockhouse and barracks. As one moves to the exterior of the site, the frequencies
of faunal elements increase. The percentages of organic material found within the
ditch and surrounding glacis climb to 37.5 percent of the total assemblage (Figure

4

W hile Parks Canada has sponsored a decade o f archaeological research at Fort W ellington, investigations
have yet to reveal the main middens for the site. Although the deposits from the latrine contain the highest density
o f artifacts found to date, many vessels from the cesspit were neither whole nor fully restorable. This suggests that
additional off-site middens exist and await investigation.

Figure 14. The Relationship between Depositional Context and the
Discard of Faunal Material at Fort Wellington.
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Contexts include: general occupational sheet scatter from the parade, deposition within the blockhouse drain, deposits
from within the defensive ditch, artifacts from the palisade and caponniere footing tenches, and the RCRR deposits
from the latrine.
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14).

The greatest density of faunal material comes from contexts that involved
excavation and burial.

Faunal material accounts for 51.5 per cent of the assemblage

contained within the palisade trenches that encircled the fort and from the backfill
deposits capping the caponniere drain.

The organic to inorganic ratios suggests that

the RCRs conscientiously attempted to remove faunal material from their active,
everyday world.

By hermetically encasing the offending material, they neutralized

a danger and potential threat to the ‘corporate body’.

Archaeological investigation revealed a similar pattern for the latrine.
Excluding fish bone from the sample, faunal remains make up 49.7 percent of the
material recovered from the privy. This percentage increases to 65 per cent if the
analyses include fish bone. That is three-times greater than the organic to inorganic
ratios recorded for the parade. Clearly, the RCRs’ notion of threatening substances
went beyond those associated with body wastes.

Polluting materials incorporated

a wide range of organic matter whose perceived danger was nullified through burial
or discard into the latrine. Once removed from the systemic context (Shiffer 1976),
their threat was alleviated.

The RCRs’ concern with the dangers of pollution was but a part of a growing
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awareness of environmental issues. During the 1840s and 1850s, interest groups
attempted to spotlight the atrocities of filth befalling their cities. Dr. Laurie's vivid
and unappetizing account of Grenock in 1842 was typical of many large urban centres:

In one part of Market Street is a dunghill - yet it is too large to be
called a dunghill. I do not mistake its size when I say it contains a
hundred cubic yards of impure filth, collected from all parts of the
town. It is never removed; it is the stock-in-trade of a person who
deals in dung; he retails it by cartfuls. To please his customers, he
always keeps a nucleus, as the older the filth is the higher the price.
The proprietor has an extensive privy attached to the concern. This
collection is fronting the public street . . . the height of the wall is
almost twelve feet, and the dung overtops it; the malarious moisture
oozes through the wall, and runs over the pavement . . . There is a
land of houses adjoining, four stories in height, and in the summer
each house swarms with myriad of flies; every article of food and
drink must be covered, otherwise . . . the flies immediately attack it,
and it is rendered unfit for use, from the strong taste of the dunghill
left by the flies (Laurie cited in McLaughlin 1971:134).

A year before the RCRR arrival at Fort Wellington, Edwin Chadwick wrote
a landmark document in health and sanitation. In 1842, Chadwick submitted his
report, The General Report on Sanitary Conditions of the Labouring Classes in Great
Britain, to the House of Parliament (Stone 1979). This three-volume work drew
attention to the unacceptable levels of sickness among the labouring class (Palmer
1973).

Most of which, Chadwick believed, were preventable.

He was a strong

anticontagionist believing in the theory that miasmatic exhalations transmitted deadly
sicknesses. Chadwick maintained that poisonous vapours emanating from decaying
organic matter were the agents of fatal disease (Tarr et al. 1984).
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By the early 19th century most families of Europe and North America had
experienced the devastation brought on by a wave of epidemics.
diseases none was as insidious as cholera.

Of all the fatal

One of the worst epidemics began in

Jessore, India. By 1830 it had spread through the near and far East and into Russia.
From there it swept across Europe and finally to North America. (McLaughlin 1971;
Raible 1992 ). Major outbreaks occurred in Upper Canada in 1832 and again in
1846/47 (Sweeny 1986).

Cholera is a particularly violent form of dysentery whose symptoms were
horrific. Based on a Board of Health pamphlet issued in 1831, McLaughlin describes
the disease in unsavoury detail:

[The symptoms include] a prodigious evacuation, when the whole
intestines seem to be emptied at once . . . The diarrhoea and vomiting
carried on until the patient had no more fluid in his body to expel.
The intestines produced pints of cloudy liquid, with tiny white
fragments in them, called in the medical textbooks 'rice-water motions'
but actually consisting of tiny fragments of the wall of the intestines
flaking away. The body became dehydrated, and often the doctors
would find the bed saturated with liquid and the floor of the room
awash, while the patient was wizened and dried up to the appearance
of a monkey, not a man. We cannot conceive what such disease must
have been . . . to lie there, fully conscious (for cholera does not
soften the blow even by delirium or unconsciousness, except right at
the end), feeling one's body dissolving away into filth . . .
After the loss of liquid, the cramps begin . . . The pains were intense:
"like being screwed through with a screw" or like "having a sword put
in on the side of the waist, just above the hipbone, and drawn through,
handle and all . . . " Very often the patients went into convulsions
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and rolled into a ball which could not be straightened out after death
(McLaughlin 1971:140-141).

Chadwick attributed the spread of typhus, dysentery, and cholera to the
inadequacies of sanitation, sewage facilities, and clean water supplies. His solution
was clear.

Good health depended upon the swift and efficient removal of faecal

matter from the vicinity of the house and the work place.

Chadwick's report

triggered reform and made obligatory, the provision of a W .C., a privy or an ash pit
with all new house construction (Palmer 1973).

The disposal of privy waste or 'night-soil', was also a concern on this side of
the Atlantic. While the first American W .C.s were patented as early as 1833 (Stone
1979), most homes used privy vaults. Commonly, they were near, or sometimes
within, their abode. Estimates for 1829, indicate that New Yorkers produced more
than 100 tons of excrement daily (Tarr et al. 1984). Most of this waste found its way
into overflowing privy pits and cesspools.

Some cities allowed householders to connect their W.C.s and cesspools to the
city’s storm sewers. Many, however, prohibited such activity believing that sewage
required a separate water-carriage system. In Toronto, the Act to Establish a Board
of Health, June 9, 1834, stated that:
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No person shall construct or make use of any sewer or drain leading
into any part of the public common sewers of the city of Toronto for
the purpose of carrying off the contents of any privy or water closet
(Godfrey 1968:45).

It was not until the 1850s that engineered water systems began to replace the privy pit
and cesspool (Lupton and Miller 1992).

Between 1849 and 1864, New York

constructed more than 125 miles of sewer lines, and finally legislated an integrated
system in 1871 (Peterson 1983; Geismar 1993).

Usually, cities dealt with the problem by legislating 'health laws'.

They

enabled city officials to inspect and enforce the periodic cleaning of privies and
cesspools (Dickenson 1991). Licensed scavengers, under contract to the city, had the
unsavoury task of hauling away residential privy waste. Until the invention of the
vacuum device in 1850, privy cleaning was a labour intensive activity (Geismar
1993). The tools of the night-soil men were elementary consisting of dippers, buckets
and wooden casks.

Scavengers would haul the wastes in 'night-carts', certified by license to be
suitable to the task (Mrozowski et al. 1989).

In keeping with the miasmatic

movement, city bylaws strictly regulated all vehicles involved with cartage of nightsoil. They had to be airtight and leak proof (Woodward 1897). The containment of
'foul air' was enhanced further by the development of the vacuum pump.
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Unfortunately, the RCRs at Fort Wellington could not take advantage of such a
device. It was not until 1894 that a vacuum apparatus was first advertised in Prescott,
fifty years after the departure of the RCRR.

Mr. Jane Halliday is prepared to remove night soil with his odorless
excavator on reasonable terms. Orders can be left at his residence, one
door west of the Queen's Hotel (Prescott Journal, April 5, 1894).

Once collected, the scavengers indiscriminately dumped the night-soil in areas
designated for urban refuse or sold it for the manufacture of manure. The selling of
night-soil as fertilizer became very profitable. In 1868, two Baltimore business men
offered that city $4,500.00 per year for the rights to its night-soil and street
sweepings. This method of disposing of night-soil continued in Baltimore until 1917
(Roberts and Barret 1984).

On occasion, the British army also contracted out the removal of night-soil.
By 1832, Montreal newspapers advertised invitations to tender for the emptying of
latrines (Lacelle 1979:17). This practice may have begun as early as 1827. In that
year the Instructions for Conducting the Barrack Service, on Foreign Stations allowed
Barrack Masters an account for the cleansing of privies (Great Britain [WO] 1827).

To facilitate night-soil removal, the British army constructed latrines with rear
cesspools or cleaning pits (Figure 15). This allowed some poor unfortunate access

Figure 15: Plan and Section of the Officers’ Brick Privy, Fort Malden.
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Plan and section view of a contemporary British Military privy constructed at Fort
Malden, Amherstburg, Ontario. 1840. Note the cesspool or cleaning pit located to the
rear of the latrine. Public Archives of Canada, Map Division, Negative No. C-95530.
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to the cesspit for the removal of its contents. At Fort Malden, officers took offense
to this process especially since the night-soil was carted passed their quarters.

"This

business occupies a long time and in Summer the stench consequent upon it is
intolerable" (cited in Carter-Edwards 1979:2).

Their innovative solution was to

construct a new privy with a cleaning pit outside the fort. Scavengers could then
remove the 'evils' of the cesspit without warrant or notice of the garrison.

The excavations of the Fort Wellington latrine discovered a cleaning pit
similar to those at Fort Malden (Plate 18). Located centrally along the rear east wall
of the structure, it provided a viable outlet for waste removal. While a 1869 medical
account notes that the garrison disinfected the latrine regularly, and that "all refuse
material have been carefully removed from time to time as required ...” (Staff
Assistant Surgeon M.C. Tracy cited in Carter-Edwards 1987:8), the pre-1860 deposits
remained undisturbed.

While a cleaning pit was present, the RCRs never took

advantage of it. Besides being intact, the cesspit was found to contain more than 384
discrete stratigraphic layers, representing 88 years of continuous deposition.

Furthermore, the use of the latrine spans 127 years of Canadian waste
management incorporating every major development in sanitary technology. Between
1839 and 1927, a stone-lined soil pit, three metres deep, serviced the privy. In 1927,
two Waterbury chemical toilets graced the latrine. They were the first of their kind

Plate 18: The Cleaning Pit Behind the Fort Wellington Latrine.

View o f cleaning pit during excavation. The cleaning pit was found
located behind the latrine in excavation units 2H52M, 2H52T and
2H52U. Photo by Brian Morin. CRM Historic Sites Photo Collection,
Parks Canada, Ontario Region, 2H-975T.
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ever installed at a Canadian National Historic Site. Lastly, in 1948, the washrooms
were upgraded to a flush system.

Each modification signalled significant differences in the management of body
wastes.

The earliest design dealt solely with confinement of waste. Attempts to

eradicate noisome odours and nullify the dangers attributed to the stock piling of
human excrement were the aims of the second.

The most recent technology

endeavoured to separate us from the physical activity of waste removal. Moreover,
with the assistance of 'silent flush' technology and a myriad of odourizers, it
endeavours to deny the very existence of a basic, bodily function.

Waterborne sewerage is a clinical system, rapid and effective.

It is one,

however, which divorces the individual from the process. We now take the transport
and discard of body waste for granted. It is automatic, requiring from us neither
thought nor action, as Reynolds has perceptively noted:

Vast labyrinthine drains and sewers dispose discreetly of our daily
problems, and like our own stomachs remind us of their existence only
when they are out of order (Reynolds 1976:132).

While modern technology has dulled our reactions to the process of
elimination, it has not eradicated the emotion. Suppressed feelings are easily evoked
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and readily apparent during times of personal stress. Often 'potting parents' display
as much anxiety about the process as their child being toilet-trained.
shoulders lay the responsibility of socializing their child.

On their

"They are required to

produce, within a certain period, a 'normal' reaction of disgust, strong enough to
influence the behaviour of the individual for the rest of his life" (Perin 1988:182).

Although buffered, we are not immune. We share the same feelings as our
children. Sheltered from the emotions that were once common within the British
army, we view the enlisted men’s latrine chamber as a 'foreign land'.

Unlike the

officer’s private cubical, the enlisted mens’ latrine was a place where the most
intimate of activities was on display, played out in a communal setting. Exposed and
vulnerable, the RCRs sat perched above the cesspit.

They were men deprived of

their privacy and neutered as individuals. Stripped of their individuality, they were
reshaped daily into a greater whole, given strength not as one but as a group.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

In the world of archaeological inquiry, multiple interpretations are possible (Wylie
1985).

Often they coexist as mutually exclusive ways of breathing life into the

archaeological record. The resuscitation, however, can take many forms since the
narrative depends upon what threads the researcher seeks and how they are
unravelled.

Occasionally, we know the ending of the story before we craft it with the
trowel. In others, such as the Fort Wellington excavations, the outcome is much more
phenomenological.

Initially planned as a single-season mitigative investigation, the

latrine excavations grew into a four-year research project. Throughout that period,
the research design changed as the constraints and potential of the latrine deposits
became apparent.

The initial intent of the investigations was to contrast the material wealth of
the officers to that of the rank and file.
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However,

the frequent absence of the
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officers from the fort severely reduced the sample size required for status comparison.
The complexity of the privy deposits, along with the partition-free cesspit, challenged
our excavation skills and our ability to ascribe some of the deposits to their rightful
creators. These factors altered our strategies further.

Seduced by the vast quantity of objects recovered from the latrine; we soon
modified our design to a more general analysis of the privy assemblage. The efforts
of the Material Culture Research Section, Archaeological Service Branch, Parks
Canada, resulted in detailed analyses of the latrine assemblage (Sussman et al. 1994).
They provide a unique glimpse of the material possessions of the RCRs’ at Fort
Wellington and are applicable for other sites garrisoned by the regiment.

Their

analyses, along with the associated historical research generated by the project
(Spector 1986; Sweeny 1986; Carter-Edwards 1987; Couture 1988; Dale 1990; Duffin
1994; McKenna 1995), form the foundation for this thesis.

The material culture analyses were based on the tangible remains mined from
the privy. These reports eloquently document the lot of the enlisted men, their
wives, and their children. Employing those studies, the aim of this thesis was to
explore the power of the privy by presenting an interpretive analysis of the latrine.
The goal was to examine how the structure communicated social messages, negotiated
boundaries, and sustained group identity among the Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment
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stationed at Fort Wellington.

Mary Douglas’s notions of group/grid analysis and Ian Hodder’s ideas on
group boundary maintenance provide the theoretical inspiration for much of this work.
Together, they are used to explore the nature of the 19th century British army.
Interwoven throughout, is the assertion that the military possessed a strong group/
strong grid social organization.

As such, the British army

propagated

rules

controlling space and time to establish and maintain notions of hierarchy, status, and
authority.

While unique in many respects, the RCRs rigorously conformed to the status
quo. Through the integration of the historic and archaeological records, a contextual
image of the regiment unfolds.

It reveals that the RCRs possessed a strong group

identity. The elite nature of the regiment, both real and imagined, and the use of a
distinctive rifle and uniform nurtured a sense of unity. Uniformity in hair style and
dress, numbing regimentation, and the lack of privacy among the rank and file,
nullified individualism. In its place grew an esprit de corps.

A surprising find during the excavation was the quantity of personal
possessions recovered from the cesspit. One can only wonder how the rank and file
stored these fragile items within the congested and restrictive constraints of the
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barrack quarters. The variety of ceramic tablewares was also unexpected suggesting
they were of private purchase and not ‘issued ware’ (Sussman 1994).

Practically every ceramic ware type and decorative style popular at the time
was represented.

However, although the barrack table displayed a rich bouquet of

colour, a ‘commonality’ or ‘sameness’ did prevail.

Many wares were similar in

colour and general design, and all were of moderate cost.

While the RCRs

acknowledged a level of individualism and demonstrated personal tastes through
ceramic acquisition, they also placed limits on outward display of wealth. This
effectively reduced internal competition and guaranteed solidarity within the company.

As a positional marker, the latrine played a pervasive role in defining and
maintaining group boundaries. Through the display of space, privacy, and comfort,
the Fort Wellington latrine informed the members of the garrison. It was a symbol
of hierarchy, regimentation, and communal life. Daily, the latrine told and retold the
story to the enlisted men. The latrine spoke of power and privilege, dividing the
officers from the men while uniting the company as a whole.

Per capita, the officers received ten times the space allotted to the enlisted
men. Their ‘single-holer’ chamber was finished with taste and comfort. Unlike the
enlisted m en’s latrine, the officers had the luxury of a bench and cover.

All
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furnishings were of painted pine, rebated and beaded. Conversely, the enlisted men
were forced to balance themselves upon a frame above an open pit. Without any
convenience other than hand rails, they precariously sat, side by side, in full view
and without privacy.

This absence of privacy had profound and significant effects. By the time of
the RCRR occupation at Fort Wellington, the idea of privacy was well-entrenched
(Beecher 1847). Within the British army it was a positional commodity.

The lack

of privacy eroded the ‘sense of self and deprived the individual of personal identity
(Kira 1966). These effects were even greater for communal activities involving acts
of a highly personal and intimate nature. The communal latrine of the enlisted men
did more than simultaneously serve the needs of the men. It robbed them of their
individuality while reshaping them as one.

The placement of the female chamber between the men and the officers is
symbolic. Neither apart of either group, they remained in a liminal state. Officially
they were separate from the army but did receive care and rations. Their ‘two-holer’
cubical gave them more privacy than the rank and file but less than the officers. In
every respect, the army viewed them as something ‘other’. Their privy chamber
confirmed this notion.
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The tangible elements of space and layout were but one facet of the latrine
experience.

This work also acknowledges the emotive aspects of the latrine and its

affiliated activities. It proposes that, through its association with bodily wastes, the
latrine possessed symbolic powers unique to the structure alone. While many recent
works discuss aspects of toilet training and the process of elimination, no period
documents could be found. Even contemporary household management manuals are
mute on the subject and provide little guidance.

As such, this emic construct is based upon Mary Douglas’s theories, recent
literature, pattern recognition, and ‘reading’ of the historical documentation.
According to Douglas, strong group/strong grid organizations view symbolic threats
to the body in the same manner as they do threats to the group (Douglas 1966). In
an attempt to ward off dangers from without, they encase the ‘body’ in a well-defined,
protective envelope.

Foes are commonly determined by their in-group/out-group

relationships. For that reason the RCRs required distinct boundaries and viewed all
matter that confused this order with suspicion and caution.

Bodily waste, which is

‘of the body’ and yet a foreign element, was a substance for concern.

Jacalyn

Duffin’s (1994) analysis of the Fort Wellington hospital register reveals the RCRs’
preoccupation with their bowels and the use of purgatives to deal with such ‘evils’.

The notion of dung as foul matter, while not explicit, is also inferred
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throughout the Standing Orders of the Royal Canadian Rifles. Distinctions were made
between inorganic barrack sweepings and organic chamber slops, each requiring a
different means of disposal.

There were also regimental procedures in place for

keeping both the latrine deposits and urine tubs ‘sweet’.

Perhaps one of the most

telling, if not subtle, of the standing orders concerns the cleaning of the women’s
privy. It was one of the few tasks that the females did not have to endure themselves
but could contract out.

Contemporary miasmatic theory also influenced the idea of the dangers of
moisture, noxious vapours and exposed dung heaps ( Palmer 1973, Stone 1979 and
Tarr et al. 1984).

Within the British army the treatment of human waste was

primitive at best until the reforms brought in after the Crimean War. Typically,
containment in cesspits or vaults was an acceptable means of dealing with wastes. In
marine environments, water was often used as a vehicle to flush the privy and carry
away its contents.

As long as the ‘evils’ of the cesspit were left undisturbed within the privy
vault, they posed no threat to the garrison at Fort Wellington. While the latrine had
a cleaning pit, it was never used. As a result, this allowed more than a decade of
human waste, chamber slops, kitchen scraps, and barrack sweepings to stock pile
within the latrine during the RCCR occupation of the fort. In effect, the privy became
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a giant garborator consuming all that it was fed. A review of the types of matter and
their respective percentages reveals an underlying pattern reflective of the RCRs’
views of pollution and what they considered dangerous.

The comparison of the percentage of inorganic to organic material discarded
indicates a strong desire on behalf of the RCRs to rid the fort of offending matter.
Relatively speaking, the parade and interior drains were free of organic remains.
Deposits within the ditch and middens outside the fort yielded greater quantities of
faunal material, culminating in the deeply buried deposits of the palisade footing
trenches. However, the highest ratio of faunal to inorganic material came from the
latrine deposits.

While it could be argued that the latrine offered a convenient receptacle for the
deposition of barrack slops and table scraps, the same can be said for the enclosed
areas behind the latrine, cookhouse, and even the officer’s quarters.

Whatever

motivated the garrison to throw such a volume of organic material down the loo was
more deep-seated than laziness. Something more powerful drove the offenders to risk
punishment for their actions. It was also a value shared by many, if not all, of the
rank and file.

Clearly, the RCRs’ notion of pollutants went beyond that of bodily wastes.
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All dangerous materials, real or perceived, presented a threat to the symbolic
corporate body.

Through association, many organic substances including rotting

organic matter and food scraps were considered suspect and treated in the same
manner as faecal matter. By hermetically entombing them within the latrine, their
threat was dissipated.

There the deposits lay in a state of suspended animation, safe and silent, until
disturbed by our archaeological interrogation.
released their powers again,
systemic world (Shiffer 1976).

Unknowingly, our investigations

transporting them from the archaeological to the
Under the scrutiny of the visiting public, we

meticulously dissected the privy deposits with the precision of a surgeon. In some
ways our scientific methods comforted those who viewed the excavations with
uneasiness and distain. Nevertheless, the questions were repetitive. Why would one
ever want to excavate a privy, and how could one do such a thing?

In effect, no

amount of empiricism could cleanse the feelings that the latrine and its contents
evoked. Despite its age, the latrine remains an emotive feature, charged with power,
affecting the present as much as it did the past.

APPENDIX A
READING THE LATRINE: SITE FORMATION PROCESSES

On a good day, the average North American can produce between 100 and 150 grams
of faecal matter. Per person, that amounts to approximately 42.4 litres or 1.5 cubic
feet of body waste annually. Given a similar metabolic rate, the RCRs collectively
produced a sizable and significant archaeological deposit while stationed at Fort
Wellington1. Additionally, the latrine served as a receptacle for table slops and
general refuse. Combined, these materials increase the interpretive potential of the
latrine. They provide context and meaning for the privy deposits and help to define
how the RCRs used and viewed the Fort Wellington latrine.

Deciphering the complex cultural and natural factors that affected deposition
and promoted accumulation within the privy is not an easy matter. It is however,

i

The volumetric statistics cited here are based on physiological studies recorded by Wagner and
Lanoix (1958). Human wastes are rich in nitrogenous compounds. They first break down into ammonia and
other simple by-products such as methane, carbon dioxide and nitrogen, then disintegrate further into
compounds o f nitrites and nitrates. This activity can reduce the volume and mass o f the original material by as
much as 80 percent. Water-tight privy vaults inhibit the transport o f bacteria and guard against pollution.
H ow ever, they require a holding tank 13 times the capacity o f an unsealed cesspit. In contrast, the Fort
W ellington latrine allowed the leaching o f urine and water soluble matter. This effectively reduced the volume
o f waste from 552 litres to only 4 2 .4 litres per person per year. In this way the latrine could service
approximately 114 persons annually with a cesspit o f modest dimensions.
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crucial to our contextual understanding of the privy. We cannot unravel the story of
the latrine through documents alone.

They speak a bureaucratic point of view

emphasizing regulations, regimentation and idealized norms (Whitfield 1982).

To comprehend fully the reality of the privy, we must use other sources: the
contents of the cesspit as well as the extant remains of the latrine itself (see Chapter
3). Entombed within the soils of the privy is an array of interpretive possibilities that
rely upon stratigraphic interrogation and the ability to ‘read’ the latrine as a
document.

Like a mystical god, the latrine received its daily offerings.

Its cesspit

contains an accumulation of deposits formed through privy use, accidental artifact
loss, sanitizing activities, and cleaning episodes.

While a sense of homogeneity

exists, each chamber possesses a personalized signature (see Chapter 3). Each also
carries an embedded code that connects appropriate means of behaviour with intimate
bodily functions. The deposits also link the activities of consumption and elimination
with the worlds of the table and the underworld.

As there is structure in the act of the meal (Jameson 1987), there is structure
in the process of elimination. The excavations of the cesspit revealed a rhythmic
pattern to the deposits. Interlaced between layers of highly organic faecal matter are
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lenses of sanitizing materials. Punctuating this recurrent theme are distinctive layers
of refuse formed through the accumulation of table slops and general

barrack

cleaning. The deodorizing agents reflect the concern to control the ‘evils’ of the pit.
The presence of other varieties of refuse within the latrine signifies its use as a
garborator. Symbolically the latrine became the receptacle for all those untouchable
items that were rotten, putrid and deemed dangerous (see Chapter 4).

The investigation, and subsequent analysis, of the latrine deposits presented
several challenges. Foremost was the separation of the RCRR deposits from the 384
recorded within the cesspit. The principle of stratigraphic superposition and the use
of temporally sensitive artifacts guided our grouping of the privy layers (Table 6).
The presence of belted musket balls, associated with the Brunswick rifle and used
only by the RCRR, as well as military insignia and accoutrements provided direction
(Bradley 1994a, 1994b). Other datable items included tobacco pipes and marked
ceramics. Together they helped to define the RCRR occupation while in the field.
More extensive material culture analysis by personnel from the Material Culture
Research Section, National Historic Sites Branch, confirmed our phasing. They also
reiterated our belief that the deposits had outstanding vertical integrity (Dunning 1994;
Sussman 1994).

A far greater challenge arose when assigning deposits to their respective

Table 6: Units of Excavation (Lots) Assigned to the RCRR Latrine Chambers

C h am ber

Unit o f E xcavation by S ub-O peration and Lot

Enlisted M en’s Chamber

2H 52E

35*, 36*, 37*, 38*, 39*, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49,
50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57#, 58#

2H 52F

26*, 27*, 35*, 37*, 38*, 39*, 40*, 41*, 42*, 43*, 44, 45*, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 63, 64,
66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77# , 78, 79, 80#, 81#

2H 52G

62*, 63*, 67, 69, 70, 72, 73, 75, 84, 86, 88, 97, 103, 109#, 111

2H 52F

5 4 ,6 2 ,7 1 ,8 3

2H 52G

7 6 ,8 1 ,9 0 ,9 3 ,1 0 4

2H 52F

65, 82#

2H52G

52*, 55*, 56*, 64*, 65*, 66*, 68, 71, 74, 77, 78, 79, 80, 82, 83,
85, 87, 89, 91, 92, 94, 95, 96, 98, 100, 101, 102, 105, 106,
107, 108#, 110#, 112#

2H 56A

81,97,111

Probably W om en’s But With
Some O fficer’s ( Analysed as
W om en’s D eposits)

2H 56A

90*, 91*, 95*, 96

O fficer’s and W om en’s M ixed

2H 56A

93*, 100, 102, 103, 104, 105, 108#, 109, 110, 117

O fficer’s Chamber

2H 56A

92*, 94*, 98 , 101, 106, 107

M ixed W om en’s And Single
Enlisted M en’s Chamber

W om en’s Chamber

* = late RCRR period, may contain a limited amount o f p ost-1854 material
# = early RCRR period may contain a limited amount o f pre-1843 material
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creators. Although discrete stratification was evident during excavation, material
culture analysis showed a degree of lateral mixing among strata.

Cross mends

between visually discontinuous layers occurred with some frequency. Approximately
one third of the 101-cross mended, ceramic vessels combined sherds recovered from
deposits identified as either belonging to the women’s or the men’s chambers. While
this reduces the ability to compare the material assemblage of one chamber to another,
it does not mean that we must view the contents of the cesspit as one monolithic
collection. Nor does it make the chamber deposits devoid of analytical promise.

The superior horizontal integrity of the deposits demonstrates that natural
turbation processes had little affect on the stratum. Similarly, the artifact distributions
within the cesspit speak of segregation within the privy. The investigations recovered
female and infant items localized about the central privy chamber. Similarly, the
study discovered a preponderance of male attributed objects, (especially buttons) in
the chamber reserved for the enlisted men (see Chapter 3). The partial lateral mixing
of some deposits must somehow relate to cultural rather than natural factors.

Clearly, different depositional activities are at play.

Items of a personal

nature, and quite possibly 'lost in action', present a different distribution pattern than
those associated with secondary artifact discard.

Tensions between the patterns

illustrate the multiple uses made of the privy.

An examination of the latrine
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formation processes reveals that the garrison perceived the privy as a giant garborator.
Besides holding body wastes, it functioned as a permanent refuse container for
discarded, barrack material.

Normally, females were in charge of cleaning the family quarters and
disposing of the resulting refuse. Although the Standing Orders forbade the throwing
of materials, exclusive of chamber slops, down the loo (Great Britain [WO] 1861),
archaeological evidence revealed that the garrison often ignored this regulation.
While this may explain how some male-related items (buttons and smoking pipe
fragments) found their way into deposits identified as female, it does not answer how
family-owned possessions ended in the enlisted men’s latrine.

One explanation involves examining the process of barrack cleaning. Is it
beyond reason to assume that, on occasion, husbands helped their wives by emptying
refuse pails into the men’s latrine?

While this proposition is difficult to prove

directly, the archaeological record hints at such a possibility.

Excavation revealed that the greatest build up of non-faecal material within the
enlisted men’s chamber occurred in the extreme southern end of the cesspit (Figure
16). Obviously, the enlisted men preferred dumping material from the barracks in
this portion of the latrine. Perhaps this occurred partly because of convenience and

Figure 16: Surface Hot Showirg the Build Up of Refuse in the Southeast Cbrrer of the Enlisted iVfen’s Chanter.
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partly because of speed at which they could perform this unsanctioned activity.

Although a fanciful image, one can easily envision a grumbling husband,
hands full with a barrack bucket, strolling across the parade. Scuffing the stones of
the parade pave, he approaches the latrine, ever watching out for the Sergeant from
the corner of his eye. Mindlessly kicking the privy door open with his left foot, he
quickly enters the structure.

As the door swings to the left (as it still does today), the husband pivots to the
right and negotiates the interior screen blocking direct access to the latrine bench.
Once around the barricade, he swats at an irritating fly and swiftly empties the load
of barrack sweepings down the southern end of the long, open loo. Tipping his shako
to a rifleman perched on the bench halfway up the chamber, he mumbles something
about the missus. He then retreats the way he came, entering the bright light of the
morning sun.

Because of such activities, portions of broken and discarded vessels made their
way into both the women’s and enlisted men’s latrine chambers. An understanding
of this process provides context to the archaeological deposits. It also addresses the
question of stratigraphic integrity.

In this instance it provides insights into the

personal relationships reflected in the depositional history of the latrine deposits.
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